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PLATED WITH PURE GOLD... 
developed by American Steel and Wire Company 

Tenor banjo and tenor guitar players have long which American Steel and Wire spun into cables 
been plagued by unsatisfactory “A” or first to suspend the 8% mile bridge across San Fran- 
strings. This string, when properly tuned, is cisco Bay from San Francisco to Oakland, Cali- 
under such high strain that most wires barely fornia. This makes the new string the strongest 
reach pitch, At the request of the Mapes Piano wire of its size of any kind known today. 
String Company, the Metallurgical Department This high quality super tensile wire is pro- 
of the Worcester Works of the American Steel duced by a special combination of heat treat- 
and Wire Company, a subsidiary of United ments and exceptionally long and exacting cold 
States Steel, created, after months of research, a working. The result is a wire of 0.010 gauge with 
wire specifically for this purpose. This new wire a tensile strength of approximately 460,000 
is made so strong that it possesses more than pounds per square inch. One pound of this wire 
twice the tensile strength, in pounds per square extends 3749 feet, or sufficient footage to pass 
inch, of cross sectional area, of the steel wire from nut to bridge on approximately 1500 banjos 

sera or guitars. This unusual wire is then plated with 
* Dees! pure gold in order to prevent rust and to impart 
LN nn: beautiful appearance. 

e e . remnant id ole 

A he ee Opportunities 
Pu $~, 4 4 | This wire development is typical of the work 
Pk a } being done in United States Steel Laboratories. 

& Ae 4 But such research is only one kind of develop- 
ht as bn in’ ment to be found within the United States Steel 

3 z a rk _ . oH industrial family. 
vs f, as tiie _ <a United States Steel 

7 wate F 2 try are famous for 
4 a ia it / i —s——i development of men. 
‘ Po pt es a i | Have you seen our era | oppo) as Op 

aa ae a : Le Steel?” Ask your 
Le A iL i eee Placement Officer 

ae i | (ee about it. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY - AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY - CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION - COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
H.C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES - GENEVA STEEL COMPANY - GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 
MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY - NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY - OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY - OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 
PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION ~ PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY - TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 

( = UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 
UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY - VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 

. UNITED STATES Spe ee



you can Be SURE... / DIVISIONS 
. . s : 

ir irs Westinghouse slen aan 
A Ce Motor Division 

Sy gga ‘ a 
: el i) Switchgear Division 

We ye ee Transportation and Generator Division 

- —< ony d Transformer Division 

“S ae \ Materials Feeder Division 

ak See Steam Division 

“sees 
eae Standard Control Division 

HOW 10 M ] ITI PLY Industrial Control Division 

Aviation Gas Turbine Division 

YOUR OPPORTUNITIES Indetrat Pleteone Industrial Electronics Division 

BY X-ray Division 

Meter Division 

Lamp Division 

Ken-Rad Lamp Division 

Probably you think of Westinghouse as one of the . : ee yy gnou Lighting Division 
world’s largest manufacturing companies—which it is. 

. . . . . Sturtevant Division 
Yet Westinghouse is not just a single giant company. 

‘ bea Shed ¢ Elevator Divisi 
It is actually made up of many individual units. Each evator vision. 

has its own sales, engineering and manufacturing Appliance Division 

organization. With such a divisional set-up, your Small Motor Division 

progress toward a key job can be more rapid—advance- Gearing Division 

ment more frequent, your opportunities and scope of Micarta Division : 

activities almost unlimited in any of the many divisions Manufacturing & Repair Division 

or subsidiary companies listed at the right. 

The reputation and stability of Westinghouse, plus SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES 

the advantages of its divisional operation, plus the . 
. oa. Bryant Electric Company 

rapid growth of the electrical industry—offer you un- 
we Westinghouse El ic S 

usual opportunities for a successful career. All of these inghouse Electric Supply Company 

factors are important to consider in planning your future. Westinghouse Electric International Co, 

G-10025 Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc. 

“Te a: ‘ | Ca po ------------ 
We invite you to investigate the opportuni- 4 4 / A To obtain copy of Finding Your Place in Industry, consult 
ties open to you at Westinghouse. Begin \ Ma | Placement Officer of your tmiversity, or mail this coupon to: 
planning your future today. Get your free .—hCO ee 4 
copy of the booklet, “Finding Your Place \ Ae eee, The District Educational Coordinator 
im Industry”. . ‘renee, | estinghouse Electric Corporation 

Pee =—20 N. Wacker Drive, P.O. Box B, Zone 90 
| Chicago 6, Illinois 

e i | IN 

eStin: ouse | College __ Course —___________ 

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES ..06 OFFICES EVERYWHERE | 
Addeevg. 

| Oi 
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Chemists work in uncharted fields on reac- Chemical Engineers use high-speed 

tions and formulae in Procter & Gamble’s motion picture photography to study 
Research Laboratories. proper nozzle design. 

Peay ae ae | : : f , ogi x " a 4 oe y ry q iv Fs 4a 

i | H -_ ag ata ; a EE LE at 
. Lh a ) = is x» 4 oe Li ee 
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— a | cc ae | 
og 7 J ol Result: 

Mechanical Engineers study a 1/32 size Industrial Engineers face and solve in- dete rgent 
model to help translate laboratory proc- teresting new problems when the finished 

esses into reality. plant goes into operation. magnified to show nature 
( of hollow spherical particle ) 

This is just one example of P&G 

technical teamwork in action; similar developments + PR 0 CTER 

progressing in other fields call for additional men with oe hava DN 

technical training. That’s why P & G representatives Prag 
periodically visit the country’s top technical schools Eo ** J) 

to interview students. If you would like to talk to a * YW 

Procter & Gamble representative, ask your faculty 

adviser or placement bureau to arrange a meeting. CINCINNATI 1, OHIO 
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: 2 | Asample from every industry served by Square D 

3 ssi. Field Engineers would make quite a load, indeed. 

= | |__| For these men serve as liaison between Square D 

Ps 1 | =| and every segment of industrial America. Their 

= —— es full-time job is working with industries of every 

For many years, ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS NX kind and size—helping find that “better way 
THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading to do it.” 

business magazines. Their primary purpose is Through these Field Engineers, located in more 
to build acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, han 50 offi in the United $ Canad 

practically all of whom come to us from t an offices in the nite tates, . ane a and 
leading engineering schools such as yours. Mexico, Square D does its three-fold job: Designs 

— 2 and builds electrical distribution and control equip- 
as eee qe , : ‘ 

| OY i _ ment in pace with present needs—provides sound 

Eo bo f ; counsel in the selection of the right equipment for 

Les Poo o any given application—anticipates trends and new 
Me Ae . 

ee a s |. »| methods and speeds their development. 

\ ie ~~ If you have a problem in electrical distribution 
ek: 4 a Pp 

ee SSME3) oor control, call in the nearby Field Engineer. He’ll 

help a lot in finding a “better way to do it.” 

Te SQUARE J) COMPANY 
(a DETROIT 5 Pe 3 5 ore C110 st) 

| SQUARE D COMPANY CANADA LTD., TORONTO + SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A., MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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ASSIGNMENT er 

Your ASSIGNMENT for tomorrow will be based on the textbooks 

you’re studying today. Many of these are published by McGraw-Hill. 

From them you’re getting much of the technical knowledge on which my! gs 
you'll build a successful career. . 

These same books, and many other McGraw-Hill titles, will be an 

indispensable part of your business life. To these you will, of course, 
want to add the McGraw-Hill magazine edited for your field. 

For example, if you’re studying chemical engineering, the chances 

are you know Perry’s Chemical Engineers’ Handbook and many of 
our other books in this field. If you’re going to be an aeronautical 

= engineer, you probably know our series in aeronautical science. 

In all, McGraw-Hill books and magazines cover practically every 

kind of business and industry. 

Chemical Engineering and Aviation Week are but two of the many 

McGraw-Hill magazines for men in business and industry. When 
. . A . 

you’ve finally arrived on your assignment for tomorrow—keep in- 
formed. Let the McGraw-Hill magazine that’s edited expressly for 

your field help you turn your job into a successful career. Remember, 

McGraw-Hill books and magazines are valuable tools. 

@ii«. McGRAW-HILL 
HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION Pu BLiICA TI ON § 

CAS LY HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

330 WEST 42nd STREET - NEW YORK 18, NEW YORK 
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Training For New Engi 
by John Misey e’49 

—Phetos courtesy of General Electric 

One important fact that all engineers must remember company may want to acquaint itself more with his 

is that when they graduate they are not able to cope pro- latent skills and aptitudes. They will conduct tests to 

fessionally with any one engineering problem in competi- ascertain intelligence and- aptitude, give personal inter- 

tion with other established engineers. The formal educa- views, and use whatever means at hand to discover any 

tion which has lasted four or five years can only scratch _ traits. Finally a general meeting is held in order to in- 

the surface of the many engineering problems. Nearly all troduce the officers of the training program and to pass 

companies realize this situation and have set about to al- on other pertinent information which may have not been 

leviate it. Their interests are to secure for each man a__ previously given. The orientation period has now reached 

worthy position in the engineering profession and at the an end and the training is about to commence. 

same time to provide a trained technical staff to promote The type of training program depends largely on the 

their economic interests. To bridge the gap between the type of organization. It varies in every company and is 

knowledge of principles and their application in indus- determined by its size, scope of business, type of tech- 

try they offer the graduate engineer on-the-job training nical work, and policies. However, all these types of pro- 

programs. grams have been evolved into three general philosophies 

The general objectives of such a training program are of application. The first one is represented by the smaller 

three-fold. First is to acquaint the college graduate with companies, the second by the larger companies, and the 

the company; its products, operation, and policies. Second third is adopted by the large corporations. 

is to show how the college training will be applied to in- The first group can offer only a very limited training 

dustry, and third and most important is to help each man program. They can’t afford to have men specialize, con- 

find the type of work for which he is best suited. This sequently the training is directed towards the develop- 

last point is of permanent benefit for both the individual ment of an all-around engineer as quickly as possible. To 

and the company. do this most advantageously, the new man is put directly 

The training program is usually divided into three sec- on the job as an assistant to a competent engineer. With 

tions, but these may vary according to local conditions. him the graduate will attend to all the technical problems 

The first is the orientation period followed by a basic train- that arise, and from him he will acquire all the technical 

ing period. The last phase is devoted to advanced studies : 

in specialized fields. 

The orientation period is the first introduction to any 

training program. First impressions play an important 

part in preparing the graduate engineer for a successful 

career. It is the groundwork on which all successive ex- ye 

periences will be based. The friendliness of the employers yo ' 

and employees, their interest in him, and the way they ~ 

introduce him to the operation of their organization go a y x en oe 

long way toward establishing a firm basis of cooperation. Ce wt 

It is with some awe and respect that the new engineer \“ ee . o a) 

takes his first professional steps in the engineering world. 7 IN hh J Ee 

The orientation period begins with the necessary cler- eh asa eee ff 

ical work of installing the new man as an employee of the Rie mad Ts 

company. This includes the recording of information for ery 

the personnel files and introducing him to insurance plans | ode ae ~ : 

and other benefits offered by the company. A tour of the ‘ s% a aes \ oe a <a 

plant is next on the agenda. The guide will point out the ‘ei cP? 

physical layout of the plant, show how each department 
» eS 

is correlated to promote efficiency of operation, and trace Co Po ~ ey 

out the many steps of production from the raw materials Ll i@™ 

to the finished products. He will trace out the steps of i ‘ 3 

new developments; where they are born, developed, and i. | 

prepared for installation into the production line. During 

this time the supervisors and the workers of the produc- . . 

i ‘ : ‘ 8 A student engineer adjust a new streetlight, the world’s largest, 

tion will be introduced. After the inspection tour the inside a giant measuring device. 

NOVEMBER, 1948 
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skills of application. As time progresses more and more in each section for frequently he gets valuable practical 
responsibility will be transferred to him. At one point the experience not directly related to his own assignments. 
progress achieved will be sufficient to indicate com- The close contact with the factory gives each man an in- 
petence, and this will signal the end of the training pro- troduction to the problems of production schedules, safe- 
gram. ty measures, and employee relations. The assignments 

The second group represents a more formal type of are as varied as possible so that each man will get experi- 
training. After a brief orientation the man goes into the ence in several different types of industrial work. Each 
shop and proceed to learn the business from the bottom man in training writes a short report on each assignment 
up. The shop can mean the local factory, the oil fields, so that the program supervision can follow his progress 
the construction and road gangs, the laboratories, or any- in detail. The reports are encouraged to contain frank 
place where the actual work of the company is being done. comments and criticisms. Occasionally desireable changes 
In the shop he will be placed alongside the regular em- in operating procedures are made on the basis of com- 
ployees, performing the same work, being directed by the ments in these reports. On a social level a series of meet- 
same foreman, and assimilating the manual skills of the ings and luncheons are arraigned, at which time the men 
job. The time spent on each job will be allocated p-evious- in training meet company executives and supervisors for 
ly or will depend on individual progress as noted by the impromptu discussions. 
immediate supervisors. In the meantime, if the company To supplement the practical training on the job and to 
so wishes, occasional reports will be written on the work review and extend previous technical education an exten- 
in the shop. There will be occasional conference meet- sive program of formal education is conducted by many 
ings at which time pertinent engineering news and prob- of the larger corporations. The general courses give in- 
lems will be discussed. When all the mechanical skill has structions in technical and business subjects. They dis- 
been acquired the engineer will proceed into the more cuss the basic fundamentals of engineering practice, the 
technical phases. It may be in the laboratories, on the principal materials and special processes used in industry, 
drawing boards, or in the design and development de- and specialized engineering fields. The advanced classes 
partment. When all the phases of the training program for selected men offer thorough grounding on the gradu- 
have been completed, the engineer will be placed in a ate level in the fundamental theory of technology. Some 

ae a Cong of these classes are conducted by nearby universities or 
e I oeigens 1 gs, a. colleges while others are offered by the corporation with 

y a o yi 1G, fis | a specialists as instructors in the fields under discussion. 
om Gee or 7. ee | a While the classes stress basic theory, outside work assign- 

a Oe PO oe ite | ed in the classes requires the application of theory to the 
i ‘Oy aia complicated phenomena actually encountered in industrial y “ED € P yr. hg d gy practice. 

y a4 : y am ; : All training is, of course, preparatory to permanent 
fn Oe * ¥ sie placement. If at all possible considerable freedom is 

y BS ie alt is given each man in choosing his eventual location. Nat- Yh > i. Sad, urally most men are placed in sections to which they have 
Ya iy om Pa been previously assigned or in positions which they pre- 
Wie font fer. Others who show definite aptitude along certain 

i fae Bal specialized engineering lines are transferred directly to iy fo ren F a such a position. In some cases where different aptitudes 
a eee oa are exhibited and for which the company is not able to 

A cooperative student from University of Cincinnati working provide placement, the company sends them out to seek on a generator test. employment elsewhere with their good gtaces. 
position depending on his aptitude exhibited during the The success of any training program depends entirely 
training period. on the individual. All the opportunities to learn and ad- 

The third group is different from the others because vance are given, but the final result will be a measure of 
large corporations can afford a more extensive training what each man has accomplished. A few friendly tips 
program. The first phase of the training Program is will go a long way toward getting a good start. Fitst, go 
called the basic training period and lasts a specified pe- into the program with an open mind. Forget all the ru- 
tiod of time. During this time each man is given a num- mors and hearsay for these are just idle speculations of 
ber of assignments in various laboratories, engineering, discontented and biased people. Secondly, show an in- 
and production groups. On each assignment he works terest in the program. Lack of interest, laziness, lack of 
under an experienced supervisor who directs and criti- courtesy, non-cooperation, and carelessness are some of 
cizes his work, and rates him on his performance. A man the traits that prevent advancement. Finally, be yourself. 
in such a capacity is not merely an observer but actually Don’t try to pass yourself off as someone you aren’t. The 
works on the job along with the regular employees. He is truth will come out eventually and only to your disad- 
encouraged to learn as much as possible about the work vantage. 
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Is it the answer? 
by Russell Henke m’49 

The past few years there has been a full blown con- other interests have taken up the work on alcohol as a 

troversy developing between two factions; one of which source of power. 

insists that there will be plenty of oil available in case The feasability of using alcohol as a motor fuel has 

of another national emergency such as beset the nation been investigated to a limited extent. The National Bu- 

from 1941 to 1945, and the second, a more realistic fac- reau of Standards, the Bureau of Mines, and individual 

tion which states that the oil shortage is critical, and is researchers have run tests on engines using alcohol and 

becoming even more critical as time passes. gasoline, to compare the performance of the two. How- 

That the problem is not considered lightly in govern- ever, since these engines were all carbureted engines the 

ment circles is evidenced by the large number of con- _ tests left an important void, namely injection. This is im- 

gressional committees which have been assigned to in- portant because there are many problems connected. with 

vestigate and report on the situation. The latest of these inducting the fuel to the engine in carburetion that are 

committees is the “Special Sub-committee on Petroleum, not found in fuel injection. It is with this in mind that 

Committee on Armed Services, House of Representa- Professor R. A. Rose inagurated the experiments on fuel 

tives”; it is this committee which is the authority for state- injection-spark ignition engine performance comparison 

ments regarding the national petroleum situation made between alcohol and gasoline. 

herein. Professor Rose, in inaugrating the project, wanted to 

If another war were to come, and events of the past get a set of data on alcohol as compared with a standard 

year don’t make this an impossibility, it is almost a cer- reference fuel which could be reproduced anywhere in 

tainty that the United States would be forced to depend the country, in the hope that in this way the experiment 

on its domestic supply of petroleum since foreign sources could be of use in evaluating the characteristics of al- 

would be cut off by hostile forces. According to the sub- cohol as compared with gasoline. 

committee on petroleum, if the United States were to de- COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTIGS:ALCOHOL & GASOLINE ‘ 

pend on its own oil reserves for petroleum products, the ze ma 

life blood of warfare, it would fall short between two and ne Alcohol 5 ey Ri EE Gasoline i 

three million barrels a day of its requirements. = Ba s 3 "4 Ro 

The committee thought the situation serious enough to iS = = Be Ba 

state that, “The Nation is in a grave situation in respect Y _ Ba . BS Y Be Ba 

to its petroleum; the national defense is in a precarious Y fk Ba x BS Y Ba Ba 

position in respect to its petroleum.” The committee Y ed a Pe y Ba Oe Oe 

made it very evident that it was not bowing to modern Y Kea Ba GY Be Y Bs Y Ba 

trends to the sensational for the purpose of publicity, but Y Bs Uy} BS y BY Y bea Y Fa 

that it felt so strongly on the situation that it must speak ae — = a Abs 7 

out in this manner to bring home its seriousness. 3 3 S32 

Why this sudden emphasis on the petroleum shortage? % uBS “3 : ia 

Why hasn’t anything been done to offset the trend? You Be, 2 89 2 an 3 $9 

might well ask these questions when confronted with aa gi s sae Pa: eo 
. oom a Nag Oth ooR 

the problem. The nearest thing to an answer that can be me, 2 ga Ene Zon 

given is that as far back as 1936 a group of serious think- Sao qd Bee Sp a3 38 

ers in American industry and science met, at the invita- aoe ° BNR wm O.8 

tion of the late Henry Ford, for what is known as the In selecting a fuel for automotive purposes, the consid- 

Dearbourn Conferences. These conferences were under- erations that must be made are: starting characteristics, 

taken, in part, to search for a practical solution to the anticknock characteristics, power output and economy, 

problem under discussion. At these conferences alcohol vapor lock, oil contamination, and wear and corrosion. 

was presented as a possible substitute for gasoline as an Tho vapor lock characteristics are important from the 

automotive fuel. standpoint of delivering the fuel to the engine from the 
The idea behind the Dearbourn conference selection storage facilities. 

was twofold; first, to alleviate the critical petroleum situ- The Bureau of Mines’ starting tests indicated that 

ation, and second, to improve the farm economy by pro- alcohol alone starts well above 58 degrees F. Additives 

viding another market for farm produce, namely, the raw of naphtha and ether present in concentrations of 20% 

materials from which alcohol is made. Since that time (please turn to page 32) 
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WHEELS, ACHTUNG! provided magic tricks that kept booby prize, was won by an E.E. 
Here it is, engineering societies even us engineers guessing. It was a well known article of femi- 

and fraternities. This is your col- The Four Roses Quartet, rated nine attire closely resembling king 
umn where you can let the rest of one of the best on the Campus was sized ear muffs. 

the campus in on what’s right with called back for an encore after al- About nine o’clock movies of the 
your gang. Just keep firing the in- ready singing two songs. Yale game were shown with Coach 
fo, on what you’re doing, at us. We'll Blonde, blue-eyed, petite, Mitzi Mansfield commentating. 
do our best to get it all in print. Thompson, a blues singer, drew Refreshments were provided at 
Our box is in the lobby of the MLE. wolf-calls, etc., from the audience the end of the evening while the 
building or, if you’re really ambi- which brought her back for an en- engineers visited the tables set up 
tious, our office is room 352 in the core. by their various societies. 
same building. Submit material as Caroline Kimball in a unique ‘This: snoker endorsed by every- 

soon as possible after it happens. gay nineties dance, the next on the one represents our first big social 
CENTENNIAL SMOKER program, was duly appreciated al- event of the year. It was very ably 

Slip sticks were laid aside and though hindered slightly by the car- prepared by Polygon Board with 
gouges hidden from sight as more peted stage. special credit to Charles Cheney for 
then 500 engineers flocked to the The last act, Joy and Jerry Cur- the fine program. 
Centennial Smoker presented by tis, went through some contortions When is the next one? 
Polygon Board on Oct. 20. not unlike those of a freshman at CHI EPSILON 

The program provided some of exam time. Chi Epsilon, civil engineerin: the best entertainment seen on the As Mitzi Thompson drew the honorary fraternity will .. veaden Campus in a long time. Bob Peter- names Bob Peterson handed out the: direction of the following men 
son kept the show running smooth- the door prizes which included a this fall: Sylvin Lange, president; 
ly while background and fill in mu- fine pen and pencil set, a leather Walter Belter vices ‘id . PR , i ; : ; president; Po. sic was provided by Bob Schum- notebook cover, a lettering kit, a bert Donaldson, secretar ae . Sex, Botepne es 'y and treas pert’s six-piece band. certificate for an engineer’s hand- urer; and Ralph Michael, corre- 

Don Root, first on the program, book, and others. The last prize, (please turn to page 26) 

The Centennial Smoker spcnsored by Polygon Board —Photos by Mitchell 

ET ee ee ¥ hy » >. 

* tga f po MM am Be TB oe 

0 lL | a \ ek See ~ 
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by T. J. Iltis che’50 

—Photos courtesy Linde Air Products Co. 

Today the formerly expensive and precious gems are the diamond and 5.5 to 7 for hardened steel. This hard- 

available to the American people and to American indus- ness permits a high polish on the surface of the gem 

try at a much lower cost in synthetic form. The new which is an important charactcristic to the jewelry mer- 

synthetic sapphire, ruby, and spinel developed by Linde chant and fabricator. The tensile strength of synthetic 

Air Products Company are for all practical purposes corundum is of the same order of magnitude as steel 

_ and when heated up to temperatures around 1,800 deg. C. 

a... ae (3,272 deg. F.) it becomes soft and plastic allowing it to 

ee : be shaped. 

eo ga Bd aa Synthetic spinel has many of the same physical and 

: a a A iD chemical properties of corundum. It is the single cubical 

| Hd \ crystal of aluminum and magnesium oxide (MgO ALOs) 

g a a Pe oo ; Spinel has a hardness of 8 on the Moh’s scale, making it 

2 a ie : : 
ee oe | rs \ suitable as a gem stone. It can be produced in several 

fie | , es. i} colors and shades not obtainable in sapphire. 

oo aaa 2 
ee eas | ss a 

eee USES 

Poe Ta ee . ; 
. Lea I | Synthetic gems are now becoming more and more pop- 

a poe] bi 3 | ular in jewelry. Stones can be produced in many 

: os .: he 4 4 shades and they will retain their high polish indefinitely. 

oa , 2 com a = One of the more recent developments along this line is ’ 

8 a tl that of the star sapphire and star ruby. Although these 

i ill ilable i i 

This close-up view of the boule furnace shows a finished ruby synthetic stars _ never be available in quantity, they 

boule ready for removal. will be available at prices well below those of the very 

expensive natural stars. 

identical to the natural gems themselves, and are now be- 5 . 

. : . Many people already are using the new long wearing 

ing used in place of these natural jewels for all types of 3 . 
. Sect) Beat sapphire needles which replace the old type steel and 

products ranging from beautiful jewelry to accurate and 
. mp bamboo needles. These new needles not only are long 

delicate technical instruments. : . 
lasting, but they also are easier on the records and do 

During the war, great progress was made in the produc- 

tion and fabricating techniques of synthetic gems. Pre- 

vious to the war, the Unted States had obtained its jewel 

bearings for precision instruments from Europe. The ~ 

unavailability of these important materials forced the 

US. into producing her own high quality synthetic gems - . 

which she had never done before. The Linde company, : ” a y | 

upon request by the Government, set to work immediately : ae o L | a ry 

on an extensive research program in the development of ~ : aa 4 | 

synthetic corundum with jewel bearing qualities. JFt'was ~ _- = 

during this research that many important developments . 

were made in production and fabrication. a 

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 

The synthetic white sapphire and. ruby, as produced ae 

are single crystals of synthetic corundum having no weak 

spots such as might be found in multi-crystalline struc- 

tures and are thus highly resistant to wear. The hard- _ . . 

‘ > : Here are shown the successive stages in reducing boule and rod 

ness rating on the Moh’s scale is 9 as compared to 10 for corundum to the jewel bearing blank, : 
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being used is on the order of one-tenth of a micron, an 
—— ie unbelievingly small particle. If this particle were magni- ¢ Pe. Ee on = fied 50,000 times, it would be no larger than the head of 

A, LE : 4 N ee The alumina powder is fed into the burner in small 
ae Za Ra. S ye increments, since a good clear crystal must be grown very 

. he ss -  s V ow slowly. Close control of this rate of deposition and of 
‘ i : bi . oN i) the flame temperature are extremely important and they 

A , eo must be kept within narrow limits. These specifications 
\ 7} are rigid to prevent such flaws as feathers, tiny bubbles, 

~<_* . », -— or imperfect homogeneity and crysta!lographic orientation 
. 7 which can not be detected until the final polishing. 

fa — The finished boule is ordinarily three-fourths inch in 
L/ Z ae ; 8 diameter and 2 or 3 inches in length. The average corun- 
a f = “A — dum boules are about 200 carats in size, and they have 
“— aS ‘—e been grown as large as 1000 carats. Spinel boules have 
ye. Ya a been grown experimentally as large as 1400 carats. 

A fine mechanical polish is attained by holding the corundum _ Research continued after the production of a successful against a metal lap impregnated with diamond dust. boule had been accomplished. It was found that con- 
not create as much surface scratch as the old type. siderable time and materials were being spent in fabri- 

Synthetic sapphire is now being fabricated into strong, cating the sapphire boule into jewel bearings. Significant 
scratch-resistant watch crystals which are becoming in- amounts of diamond and sapphire itself were being used 
creasingly popular with watch manufacturers. in the slitting and cutting operations to reduce the boule 

Compasses, watches, chronometers, and many other to small bearings. The object of the research was to fur- 

precision instruments require hard, wear-resistant, low- nish material in a more useful form, and as a result, 
friction bearings for the operation of their delicate parts. Linde produced long, slender crystals known as corundum The development of the sapphire rod has made possible rod. Now all that was necessary to make the bearings was 
the production of these bearings in great quantities with to slice off the slender rod and polish the small pieces minimum waste of time and materials. into final form. Such articles as textile thread guides, 

Along with high strength, hardness, and polish, syn- phonograph needles, and gages, in addition to jewel 
thetic sapphire has the following excellent properties: bearings, are fabricated from this sapphire rod. 
will not rust or burr, not subject to acid corrosion, and 
has relatively low thermal expansion. All of these char- 
acteristics make sapphire a superior material for gage 
faces and faces on accurate measuring devices. 

There are numerous other uses for which synthetic sap- 
phire and spinel are outstanding including thread guides, / ce 
extrusion dies, cutting and burnishing tools, injector noz- ‘ 
zies, and knife edges. 

ee j 
PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES a ad 2 oe 

In shart, the production of synthetic corundum, as de- ‘ ape y 
vised by Verneuil in 1902, is this: Oxygen and Hydro- ‘ 
gen are fed into an inverted burner, along with very fine- dll 
ly divided particles of alumina. As the alumina enters, it P 
fuses and collects on a small pedestal beneath the nozzle 
of the burner, gradually building up or growing into a 
carrot-shaped crystal known as a boule. This boule is al- Pon 
lowed to cool and is then split along a crystal plane before — 
fabricating it into various products. a 

The actual production of the synthetic gem of today When a rod has been flame-polished, as shown above, no surface 
. . . scratches are visible even under a high-power microscope. involves much more than has been described in the FABRICATING TECHNIQUES 

previous paragraph. While most manufacturing Processes The production of the boule is only part of the job 
can be precisely controlled, the manufacture of synthetic of making beautiful gems and small bearings. The saw- 
sapphire is an art requiring much skill and experience. ing and grinding of the boule into these forms is another 

In order LS obtain water-clear corundum boules, tt was delicate operation requiring much skill. Two new meth- found that it is necessary to Provide exceptionally pure ods, flame polishing and flame shaping have been de- 
alumina, such that not even “chemically pure” grades veloped by Linde Air Products Company. These are ex- were pure enough. The size of the alumina particles now (please turn to page 34) 
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by Walter Mueller m’50 

The old foundry lab on the second floor of the M. E. _ pensations both for changes in barometric pressure and 

Building has become a legend. All the back-breaking temperature. The cupola gases are handled in an unusual 

work that is associated with it is now a legend too. There manner. The stack is equipped with a down-comer con- 

won’t be any more lugging of molds or puddles of molten nected to an exhaust fan. A water spray cools the gases 

metal on the floor. It has been superseded by a spacious, in the down-comer and then they are exhausted through 

well arranged and well equipped metal casting laboratory. the side of the building at window level. A trap separates 

The old foundry lab was outmoded and the equipment the solid particles from the gases so that the exhaust is 

was not sufficient to enable the instructors to convey a inoffensive. A new monorail to carry the ladle down the 

comprehensive idea of good foundry practice to the stu. center from the furnace is being installed. Conveyor 

dents. In some instances the equipment was impractical systems will lead to the monorail from the benches so 

and in other respects, the arrangement was impractical. that it will not be necessary to carry the molds or the 

The cupola was much too large for efficient melting of _ ladles. 

the small amounts of metal that was needed for each After the furnace, one sees the new TOCCO heat treat- 

cless. The sand mauler and fuel were in the basemient ing unit for induction heat treating. It also has a melting 

of the M. E. building and necessitated a trip to the base- capacity of 300 lbs. A 100 kw, 250 Ib. capacity single 

ment every time these were needed. The sand testing phase arc furnace, now in the M. & M. Building, is to be 

equipment as well as the equipment for melting steel were installed alongside the TOCCO unit. The pot furnace for 

in the M. & M. Building and when those phases of the metals with low melting points that was in the old lab 

course were being demonstrated it would be necessary to has been installed near the cupola. With this melting 

move the class over there, creating confusion and disin- equipment, each process of melting that is used in indus- 

terest. The pouring facilities were awkward and the try can be demonstrated. 

cupola was hard to control because of its large capacity. New Equi 

Thus the results of the pourings were not always as satis- ew Ee UIpmens 

factory as they could be. The molding equipment is adjacent to the furnaces. 

Considering all this and the fact that such a course There are two new companion mold making machines. 

should entail an explanation of modern foundry tech- The first is the jolt rollover draw machine that makes the 

niques which was almost impossible, except on a verbal drag. The match plate is mounted on the machine and. 

basis, it is readily seen that a new laboratory with modern the flask put in place and filled with sand and jolted. 

equipment was needed if the course was to remain a prac- Then an arm of the machine turns the drag over and 

tical one. draws the pattern leaving it ready for the cope. The 

New Site * (please turn to page 38) 

The new Metal Casting Laboratory answers every re- on 

quirement. It is located in a building behind the M. & M. : ip a | 

Building and occupies it entirely, including a class room I ee 

and office. The arrangement was carefully planned re- iim; 

sulting in a maximum of space for working. Definite ae — ae ee 

work areas, similiar to subdivisions of a regular foundry & “ak ————<_-_ - 7 ie . 

have been alloted to each phase of foundry activity such ae a ee wn iN i 

as molding, coremaking sand conditioning, melting and is — : Sy ry hy ‘ 1 

pouring, sand testing, cleaning and inspection and storage. hi Hel ld, a : i Bes! HY td een 

The lab has a neat appearance very unlike a foundry. | nee ake eee ON ; a 

The students keep the sand where it belongs and conse- ie y 1) Se tae 

quently the floor is as clean as any floor in school. ed q ‘ a e é me J j 

The cupola is the first thing one sees as one enters the = oe a] 

lab. It is new and much better adapted to laboratory work + P| : ‘ _ Ld 4 

than the old one was. It has a capacity of 2000 Ibs. per | me ad 

hour which is the rate that metal is normally used for i ; o F \. 

each section qua has anautomatic att control and a meter- View of the molding room showing the furnaces and molding 

ing device that weighs and records the air used with com- equipment. 
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Al LN UMMA INOEES 6, 4: vencc0s0 
CE, 

Ernest M. Barnes (’22) is now In — General Manager for the Knox 
i 

Concrete Products Company, at HMemoriam r — Knoxville, Tenn. 
f — William Z. Lidicker (’27) has EMERITUS ; a been made a partner in the engi- PROFESSOR : << neering firm of Knappen-Tippetts- MEAD A ee Abbett Engineering Company of 

il - New York. 
March 6, 1862 ey ’ er Arthur J. Anderson (’28) is Di- — —_ vision Engineer for the Milwaukee Rioben I, 1s 4 ¥ Road at Spokane, Wash. 

Upon the death of ’ 7 ™ Gerald C. Ward (’29) who was a Emeitus Péofessor Dans ib Pi i major during the African campaign, iel W. Mead, the College —_, bg : has accepted a regular commission of Engineering, the Uni- : i in the Air Force. “At present”, he versity of Wisconsin, in- ‘ writes, “I am what is known as Air deed the entire nation, “ Installations Engineer with the Na- 
lost one of its outstand- F, tional Guard Bureau.” 
ing engineers. After " ! Otto W. Wehrle (’29) is now a graduating from Cornell 2 / stress analyst with the Douglas Air- University in 1884 with 7 y craft Corporation, at Los Angeles. a degree in civil engi- He married a French girl and has neering he joined the U. S. Geology Survey. He later became city two teen-age daughters. 
engineer for Rockford, Illinois, but in two years Mr. Mead resigned . 
to became general manager of the Rockford Construction Company. Edwin L. Saxer (’39) has been Dr. Mead came to the University of Wisconsin in 1904 as a part time appointed Associate Professor and professor and retired in 1932 for part time consulting work. Until head of the department of Civil 1937, however, he continued giving weekly lectures, and until 1944 Engineering at the University of he gave occasional addresses to the students. In 1944 the University Toledo. 
recognized Dr. Mead’s outstanding services with the award of an Dale J. Jennerjohn (’44) is now 
LL.D. degree. 

with the National Canners Associ- Daniel Mead was awarded many honors during his lifetime. Both ation of Washington, D. C,, as a the Washington award and the Octave Chanute medal were pre- Sanitary Engineer. 
sented to him by the Western Society of Engineers, the Fuertes medal 
from Cornell University was awarded him, and the Norman medal Edwin R. Shorey (’35) has been from the American Society of Engineers was awarded him in 1937 appointed General Superintendent for his paper entitled “Waterpower Development of the St. Lawrence of the North Texas division of the River.” President Coolidge appointed Dr. Mead to pass upon the Shell Oil Company, Witchita Falls, Boulder Dam project, and the lake formed behind the dam, Lake Texas. 
Mead, was named in his honor. Earl E, Hunner (’07) has te- Dr. Mead was a past president of the American Society of Civil tired as General Manager and has Engineers, a fellow of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, been appointed Executive Consul- and a member of the American Water Works Association, the New tant of the M. A. Hanna Company, England Water Works Association, the American Society of Me- Duluth, Minn. 
chanical Engineers, the Wisconsin Society of Professional Engineers, 
and was a national honorary member of Triangle. He was also the M. & ME. author of several books, among which was the first English language Kurt Kuelthau (’39) is now Min- book on Hydrology. ing Engineer for the M. A. Hanna 

The passing of Dr. Mead will be mourned by all who were associ- Company of Iron River Michigan. ated with him. His dignity and sense of fair play will be always He was formerly associated with remembered by his friends and pupils. He was an example worthy the Allis Chalmers Company. of the emulation of all engineers. Robert H. Ramsey (731) is Acting 
(please turn to page 30) 
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by Russell Pipkorn m’49 

Much useful information was obtained during the war the starter, compressor, combustion section, turbine sec- 

about German equipment through tests on such captured tion, and exhaust section. 

equipment by the Ais Materiel Command. Some of this UNIQUE STARTER 

equipment, along with reports on actual tests performed Th , . ircraf ines for havi 

and complete specifications of individual elements, has nee Jumo is unique among alrcr? t engines for having 

been supplied to schools for study and observation. an intetaal eombushioa camae Sit starting unit. Thus 
. an " engine, in turn, is started by a small electric starting motor 

A Jumo 004 German Jet engine 1s: how located in the which operates on a d.c. supply of 24 volts. The electric 

heat-power laboratory. Various sections of the shell have starter is supplemented by an automatic rewind hand 

been cut away to show the important parts of the engine. starter, similar to those in use on popular American out- 

This was the work of Robert Mitchell and Jan Urdal, who Gard motors. Both are very compact and evidence pre- 

also composed a report on the engine and its components. cise design. 

The following information was taken from their report. The main starter itself is a two cylinder, two cycle, 

Much of their technical information was gathered from ci nultaneous firing, crankcase injection engine. It is 

reports supplied by the Air Forces. spark fired, having its contact points on a cam on the 

The Jumo engine is not a single type of engine, but main crankshaft. The limiting factor in the speed of the 

rather a whole family with the following common charac- engine is the speed of return of the cam-follower which 

teristics: times ignition. The maximum speed of the unit is 10,000 

(a) Axial flow compressor ee ete . 

(b) Single stage impulse turbine with 10-12% reaction. § ni ma “ ed re ae 

(c) Can-type combustion chambers with fuel injection ‘ ? ld age} ‘i a 5 ae oeree 

against incoming air. el aS) | £4 2 

(d) Variable cross-section exhaust. Se say es Nod ip | eT 

(e) High speed internal combustion starting engine. & ow pi: iS ob 

This of engine first conceived in 1937 but ac- | So Sf 7/ (AK a type of engine was first ive 2 Ss eS age | 

tual work was not started until 1939. The first work was e me Ke eae LoS d 

carried on with models, but the scaled down combustion q oe Za a 2 a 

chambers caused operational difficulties. The first full oe ore < aa «SP Fl : 

scale model was completed in 1940 but flight tests were ihe I Sg Ea a ee, * 

not completed until 1942. By the end of the year, though, wu | ae Ee Alpe a ny ,° Ree 
¥ Ye ee OY) Clk eS ce se 

the 004B model was already completed. This was further ty ac a | Rae: , 

modified and the engines which finally were put into My AEs 4 Bean i) i os es 

production were the 004-B1 and the 004B2. These dif- Pa i = he EAT) . jem Sage 

fered only in output and turbine blading. The B-1 de- : ees oe 

veloped 1870 pounds thrust and used solid blades weigh- —_Jan Urdall and Robert Mitchell viewing the cope tet soto 
ing 1 pound each. The B-2 developed 1980 pounds thrust of the Jumo engine with the casing removed. Note the numerous 

using hollow blades weighing only 0.325 pounds per blade. accessories. 

Approximately 4000 of these engines were produced rpm (crankshaft) or 2080 rpm (starter dog). The maxi- 

and used in the following planes: , mum operating temperature of the unit is 550°F, which 

(1) ME 262, intercepter. ” dictates a maximum operating time of 1.28 to 2.33 min- 

(2) Arado AR 234, bomber and reconnaissance. utes, depending upon the initial temperature. 

(3) Focke-Wulf TA 183, fighter. The Reidel starting engine is cast almost entirely of 

(4) Heinkel HE 162-A, fighter. aluminum, with cast iron sleeves inserted as cylinder walls. 

(5) Henschel HS 132, dive bomber. The unit is air cooled, having forced draft supplied by a 

The fuel consumption was extremely high and con- centrifugal fan connected directly to the crankshaft. 

sequently the length of flight was restricted. Maximum horsepower for the Reidel engine is approx- 

The major components of the engine, all contained in imately 9 hp. This is unusual because of the small size 

the cigar-shaped structure will be touched upon in the of the unit. Its weight, complete with gas tank, is only 

following paragraphs giving a sketchy description of the 55 pounds. Without the bullet-shaped sheath, tank and 

primary design characteristics. These major items include fuel, its own weight, including its own starter, reduction 
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gears, centrifugal clutch and starter dog assembly, is only equal amounts of thrust. After an adjustment in the shop, 
33 pounds. they are pinned together to insure a continued equality 

Upon starting, the engine develops a crankcase pres- of load. 
sure which is transmitted through a bore in the crank- The rotor blading is of a light alloy (which appears to 
shaft to a sliding, spring-return piston which forces the be magnesium) and is anchored in eight cast aluminum 
starter dog into engagement with the main shaft of the disks of mating construction. The blading is locked into 
engine. As the starter side of the clutch approaches 1100 these disks by means of dovetail joints with clinching toe 
rpm (after being reduced by a 4.8:1 reduction gear) it screws. At the trailing edge of the fourth stage of stator 
gradually engages the starter dog assembly, which drives rings, there is an annular slot through which cooling air 
the main shaft. When the starter-dog rpm. reaches 2000, _ is bled for use in the double-skinned exhaust cone. 
fuel is introduced into the main combustion chambers and Performance of the axial flow compressor was found 
is spark ignited. After the turbo-jet is self-sustaining, the to be most desireable at 7700-7800 rpm, whereas the rated 
Reidel engine is cut off. The reduced crankcase pressure speed is 8700 rpm. At the optimum point, the efficiency 
allows the return spring to disengage the clutch. was found to be 78%. 

The centrifugal clutch is worthy of mention because of Various methods might be used to improve the per- 
its compactness and efficiency. In a rotating member formance of this compressor. Primarily, a different speed 
geared to the crankshaft as before mentioned, there are setting could be effected to give a blade speed to properly 
16 holes bored at 30° to the shaft. In these, there are balance the incoming air. The latter is varied by the ex- 
16 steel balls weighing 0.0065 pounds each. These are hause cone needle, however, and the position of the 
hurled outward by centrifugal force to increase the nor- needle is dictated by the thrust required by the plane. 
mal pressure between alternate bands of steel and a fric- It is apparent that it is simpler to vary the thrust by 
tion-coated steel band which rotates free. The steel-faced means of the exhaust needle than by varying the speed 
parts are alternately keyed to the driven inner drum and of the turbine rotor. The alternate method to maintaining 
the outer drum which connects to the starter dogs. These a high efficiency is to install variable-pitch stator blades 
are free to slide, but not free to turn. The clutch assem- to change the angle of entry into the rotor independently 
bly serves as the only flywheel which the starter can of the air velocity. The NACA has experimented with 
boast, as well as to reduce shock on the starter reduction variable-pitch stators, but has concluded that the in- 
gear. creases in efficiency were not warranted by the ponderous 

EIGHT STAGE COMPRESSOR equipment necessary to control the system. 

The compressor in the 004-B class engine is an eight The stator rings of the compressor are well adapted to 
stage, axial-flow type which develops a 3 to 1 pressure ra- mass production, since the majority of the blades are 
tio. After starting, its power comes from the single stage stamped from sheet steel. The first three stator rings are 
turbine wheel, located aft. It is connected by a splined made of a light alloy and have airfoil sections, but the 

shaft. balance were of the sheet steel construction. Methods of 
The compressor rotor is supported upon a roller bear- attachment were varied from passing through patterned 

ing in the rear, and upon three identical ball bearings slots with brazed fixing, to spot welding the three tabs on 
which serve as both radial and thrust supports at the either end of the blades when placed between the sheet 
head. These bearings must assume a thrust of 5000 metal shrouds. 
pounds when the rotor is operating at rated speed, 8700 The housing of the compressor was of cast aluminum, 
tpm. They are mounted on a common inner race, but and was made in two halves. These were split apart at 
their outer races are separate and are adjusted to take an angle of approximately 30° to the horizontal. The 

stator rings were bolted to the inner periphery of the 
POY, 2 Pressure Vevocity € Temperature ——— stanic Conorrions housing. 
+ GAD: £08 Ue ieese OATS aaa Fught Conorrions In order to maintain its adaptibility to mass production 
1 fo , that previous design attained, the clearances of the rotor 
a ff we and stator were quite large. The rotor blades averaged a 

+4 Tf We clearance of 0.033” (radially) and the stator cleared by 
ad” | i / | «fP Ny the unusually large dimension of 0.12”. 
allel ~~! ER N A SIX COMBUSTION BURNERS 
. ss Lica f ‘ Combustion in the Jumo is accomplished in six burn- 

—_—— oiaterion ot Feseur ers located around the periphery of the engine immedi- 
os Decca aa ~ ately behind the compressor section. Ignition is begun in 

COCs | = lj these burners by spark plugs located in every other unit, 
Gy . but it is perpetuated without this ignition after it is once 
= {rote |__ properly initiated. The chambers are interconnected by 

- : - - _ tubes which tend to equalize pressures and propagate Schematic drawing of the Jumo engine showing the basic + iene, a 
elements along with pressure, velocity, and temperatures at various the flame during the ignition period. If one burner 
points in the unit. (please turn to page 28) 
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HOW ABOUT IT, SENIORS? A GOOD START 

Last spring Joe was taking a trip across the country. One On Wednesday night, October 20, the College of Bngi- 

day he found himself on a muddy road. It was ini neering saw the first of what we hope will be a series of 

steer, and sometimes he was not so sure of mates he was many enjoyable get-togethers for the group. It was the 

going. At other times, his cat couldn’t get a footing, and Centennial Smoker. We trust that the name doesn’t mean 

he expended. much: energy and didn’t get very far very so much that it will be necessary to wait one hundred years 

fast. In short, it was somewhat of a discouraging situa- 
for another. 

tion for Joe. So, like most humans, he began to complain 

about the weather, the condition of the road, all the people The event was very well presented, publicized, and 

who had anything to do with it, and why didn’t they fix attended. Judging from the experience of previous years, 

it so that his journey might be easier and more fruitful. it was evident that this type of social affair is much more 

He vowed that when he got out of the mud, if indeed he popular than the Engineers’ Ball that was usually pre- 

ever did, he was going to “see somebody and get some- sented in the fall semester. It seems that the average 

thing done about it” engineer would rather sit and watch a program than move 

The next day the sun was shining, however, and when ground and dance after a hard day at school. The smoker, 

Joe continued on his journey, he found a broad, smooth, for those of you who didn’t attend, was a well rounded 

concrete road to drive on. Soon Joe was in good spirits program of high-class entertainment, football movies, re- 

as his car swiftly rolled along. It wasn’t long before he had freshments, and good fellowship. It even paid for: the 

left the bad road behind. And, he never did “see about faculty to attend, as Professors Larson and Koehler will 

getting it fixed.” attest. They walked off with two of many appropriate 

This sort of thing often happens in school, too. Many and valuable door prizes. 

engineering students say, “Why do they give us this stuff? 

We'll never use it anyway when we get out!” Then the The overall credit for this affair should go to Polygon 

students graduate, take positions in industry, and gradu- Board whose planning got it under way, but the indi- 

ally their school loses track of them. Often the graduate vidual credit should go to Bob Peterson, the hard-to-beat 

will find that the methods used in practical work are the master of ceremonies. 

same as he was taught in school. Again, he finds that per- 

haps some of his courses could have been modified to in- Each engineering society has two representatives on Poly- 

clude more of the problems typical of his everyday work. 0” Board; so if you as individuals appreciate the work 

Now college isn’t quite as bad as the muddy road, and that was done on this event and would like to see more 

the graduate’s life isn’t always like the super-highway. in. the future, be sure and tell these fellows when you 

But the fact remains that very few graduates exert their °°° them. People don’t mind doing something for others 

influence on their alma mater to bring the school and if that effort is well received, appreciated, and acknowl- 

courses up to the practices of industry. The experience of edged. 

the alumni would be invaluable in forming the nature of 

the educational program that is to be provided for the So even at the risk of being repetitious, I am going to 

new engineers. 
say once again, well done! 

W.M.H. R.W.H. 
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Science Highlights 
by Howard Traeder m’48 

LABORATORY FOR STUDY liable data on the process can be power within the range of the en- 
OF CYLINDER WEAR obtained only by actual operation gine may be obtained. The extent 

A new laboratory for the study of a test engine under conditions of of cylinder wear is determined by 
of automotive engine performance frequent starting, stopping, acceler- use of the McKee Wear Gage, 
has been installed at the National ating, and cooling, such as occur in which employs a sensitive indenta- 
Bureau of Standards under the di- normal driving. Road testing has tion method developed at the Na- 
rection of A. R. Pierce. Equipped not given reliable results in this tional Bureau of Standards for in- 
with completely automatic controls, work because it is impossible to con- vestigations of the wear of walls and 
this laboratory offers a means of trol properly all conditions of op- pistons of internal combustion en- 
closely simulating actual operating eration. In connection with the Bu- gines. 
conditions in such a way that tests reau’s study of cylinder wear, it was To obtain data that are valid for 
can be reliably duplicated. While therefore necessary to develop a actual service, the engines, under 
designed primarily for investiga- laboratory arrangement for testing the control of a master clock, are 
tions of cylinder wear, the new automotive engines under condi- put through an operating cycle 
equipment may also be used in stu- tions such that any run could be which provides conditions corre- 
dying the effects of various types exactly duplicated. sponding to cold starting, warm-up, 
of fuels and lubricating oils on The automatic test equipment speed-up, idling, stopping, and cool- 
pistons, piston rings, bearings, and utilizes a battery of five automotive ing. The half-hour cycle that is 
carburetors. A problem under in- engines from three popular makes used begins with cold starting, after 
vestigation at the present time is of automobiles. Each engine is which the engines are first idled 
the determination of the amount complete except for fans, radiators, for 1%4 minutes at 500 rpm, then 
of sulfur that can be tolerated in and mufflers, and is coupled to a accelerated for 314 minutes at a 
gasolines without appreciably in- “dynamometer”—an electric gener- speed equivalent to 40 miles per 
creasing wear. ator which provides a uniform load. hour on the road and a horse-out- 

Cylinder wear is an important By varying the electrical output of put equal to “road load.” The 
factor limiting the useful life of the dynamometer, and the amount idle and speed-up periods are then 
automotive engines. In general, re- of throttle opening, any speed or repeated three times. At the end 

Poser alge ee wo oe of the fourth speed-up period the 
a Lae ag ok engines are stopped, and during the 
i e- ee : eae | @ remaining ten minutes of the cycle 

ll Di | 1 i a8 they are artificially cooled to the 
—  — go a ; ' ee original starting temperature in 
. — Coe ' preparation for another cold start. o— - ce bee. . . i The cycle can be repeated automa- 

« é rt f oo ae a a tically as many times as desired. 
N i y Mig i ; ere Ph A wear test requires many com- 
| ,' ie att ca | ponent runs. In order = data 

i { mo a Ea oe he Sa rom successive runs may be com- 
LG nae a a4 8 A parable, the engine temperature, 

Pema ee UL load, and speed must be accurately 
‘ [aad Bod ee controlled. Bureau studies have 
- ey eo ey ce shown that both starting and run- 

te 7 ee ning temperatures have an impor- 
ot So eo - tant effect on cylinder wear. Proper 

| Ge : oo" control of load is important, since 
| 7 oa variable power output would cause 

L. the fuel consumption to vary and 
; a a corresponding temperature vari- 

ation within the combustion cham- 
‘ ber. Obviously, speed must also be 

—Photo courtesy Bureau of Standards controlled in wear tests in order The laboratory control board for the testing of cylinder wear. (please turn to page 36) 
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“Sunspot” research, by RCA engineers, helps radio communications to dodge interference 
Pp n, DY 4 P: 4 Be tn 
from magnetic storms. RCA Laboratories is a center of radio and electronic research. 

é Continue your education 

93,000,000 miles of laboratory space with pay—at RCA 
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 

P . . facturers of radio and electronic products 
A cyclonic spot erupts on the face of the cations engineers accurately forecast the offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 

sun, and—here on earth—we feel it. Sun- beginning and end of magnetic storms. wellrecnded ooina one experience * 
« . ” . : : = iz 

spots cause “magnetic storms, which They have established a daily magnetic vancement. Here are only five of the many 

disrupt radio communications. storm forecasting service which is distrib- Projects which offer unusual promise: 
: © Development and design of radio re- 

What can be done about it? Research, uted like weather reports throughout the ceivers (including broadcast, short wave 

during which RCA scientists and engineers world. Transmission of messages can be a Me and. phono: 

“worked” by instrument on the sun— arranged over circuits or paths that will @ Advanced development and design of 

93,000,000 miles away — offers an answer. dodge interference. AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 
. . wae induction heating, mobile communications 

For years, science related magnetic Such a pioneering spirit in research gives equipment, relay systems. 

efficiency of service and leadership to all © Design of component parts such as 

storms to sunspots. Accurate forecasts of ae oJ cerlecs ‘beatii ae sone Goils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

disturbances were needed. ri CA. and RCA Vict S ames. © Development and design of new re- 

RCA scientists took a new tack. They noted 9 ae . a . ea and pepocicine methods, 

that interference was most | intense when When in Radio City, New York, be sure to ray, gas and, photo tubes power, ‘enitods 

gunspots:‘were in 2. certain critical area.” — 66 the radio, television and electronic won- Write today to National Recruiting Divi- 
Location and activity were observed to be en sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 

. 2 ders at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th sas - 
more important than size. uot ‘ . Also many opportunities for Mechanical 

Street. Free admission. Radio Corporation of and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

Using this knowledge, RCA communi- America, RCA Building, Radio City, N. Y.20. 

@ RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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> Si S-TA-T-E-C. «5 5 (onincs pn ne 2 v\y a. Once 
A drunk opened the doors and fell to the bottom of 

ww . . . National Electric has the eat Shake. Staggering to ah ote Beosing 
3, eos t tte Je NE manufactured quality wiring mnseiors DE iy ‘snaey n o 9 © said’ ups 

systems and fittings for “What’s that black soot”, asked the first cannibal? 
every electrical requirement. “That’s not soot, it’s holy smoke. We’ve got a mis- 

al " ro NWIIy-Te sionary for supper.” 
"OM xe * 

! : The cleanest thing these days is a dollar bill, Not even 
hE ( a germ can live on a dollar. 

By x x * : w 1 § by . 
ae A seg ss] Signs of the Future IRS Sir may 

ano cei Y JET AIRLINES OD AA lat AN Ly. New York 0c 1200 am. 
f years ater oA Ar. San Frans. ...................... 12315 pam. (yesterday) National Electric is the yO * kk 

World's Largest Producer of Irreversible Process 
: Sics sue . q One hot day last summer an MLE. student was observed electrical roughing-in materials. : ° : - ; : throwing water up in the air and waiting for dry ice to 
ee - come down. 

4 pc es = wee Did you hear about the electron who was picked up 
oo — Products Cor, por : mon drunk? The judge gave him thirty days in a dry cell. 

. FUTSOUIQGN SU,Fa. 3 3 | ; 2 : ( eC As the dentist said when he inserted the rubber gag a —i— in the patient’s mouth, “How's the wife and kids?” 

x * % 

Ga “Say, there’s a lovely looking lass!” 
Z “Nice face too.” : 4 MY sa 
y PES They say that there is an engineer on the campus who 
y OH won’t take a drink—you have to hand it to him. 

WS 3 
kk Ok 3 ae multiple 

Jating Ov ce an ‘ 5 Chrome P lecteoplating is Most girls think they are young colts when they are elec ; 
NO. coats of ow development 2 really old 45’s. 

OFA imporean’ Br aking exclusive ok x SERIES steel tape ™ , ging easie=— 
a 

Lufkin. It makes ce adds many Did you hear about the Scotsman who went out and 

with ly increases sust resist sat distributor bought a pair of tight shoes after he found a box of corn W 

pi easuring: Ask ¥ plasters? 
miles of ™ Clad tapes .| Chrome kok 
for Lufkin 

Shades of St. Pat, begorrah! 
fl The courtroom was crowded. The witness was on the 

EASY TO READ MARKINGS THAT ARE DURABLE 6a stand, and the prosecuting lawyer was trying his level best 
a Michiana” CeNGO. ee fae oe, Freaeer & 2N to discredit said witness. Said the lawyer, “And what is 
Chrome plating over rust resistant base and - / fag your profession?” 
multiple coats of electroplating gives a hard, be i i sf i ier.”” smooth, dull, chrome-white surface. Wear YB Jo wen aati oe a am a hod a and corrosion resistant. Jet black figures esa ‘ hat,” cried the lawyer, © you mean that you con- are easy to locate and read. Write for y sider thar asa Biofession?”" illustrated feafer giving complete details . ‘ . “Well, I’m doing better than my old man did,” replied 

TAPES - RULES OFKIN PRECISION TOOLS Grogan, with strong conviction. Phd taht Wile bo saighsW,'Mtckigon “And what was your father’s business?” asked the lawyer. 
“He was a shyster lawyer, he was.” 
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Here you see the Navy-Douglas D558 Skystreak—a dramatic demonstration of the structural advantage of 
mnagnesiiim. Strong magnesium alloy sheet is literally “wrapped” around the Skystreak’s powerful jet engine 
to form the entire fuselage skin aft of the pilot seat. This makes possible a monocoque structure which com- 
pletely eliminates the usual stringers, except for frames carrying concentrated loads. 

However, this is only one use of magnesium. It is also used for binoculars, typewriters, pruning shears—in fact, 
wherever flexible design properties as well as lightness and strength are desired, magnesium should be considered. 

Dow produces, in addition to magnesium and plastics, more than five hundred 
essential chemicals from plants strategically located in Michigan, Texas and cee mpm meena 
California. Among these are pharmaceutical chemicals such as chloroform, yO ee a 
iodine and aspirin; also insecticides like Dowklor and DDT, which aid greatly a ee ee 
in increased agricultural production. Dowtherm, the liquid heat transfer medium «A eo 4 
for use in processing plants, is another of Dow’s products, as is Methocel, which él — 
is used in many industries as a binder, thickener, and dispersing and emulsifying | LE 

This, in brief, is some indication of how Dow serves agriculture, as well ashy Co 
. = . * A . ¢ . pe Se ee 
industry and the public welfare in general; helping to maintain and raise still >, Qo 
higher, the American standard of living. be ——— el 

| __ CHEMICALS INDISPENSABLE — 
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY ¢ MIDLAND, MICHIGAN | +o INDUSTRY ano sce culture 

New York * Boston © Philadelphia Washington © Cleveland © Detroit © Chicago es ———C 
$1. Louis * Houston » SanFrancisco ¢ Los Angeles * Seattle  ,rr—“‘“‘COOOOOOC—CiCSC*sS 

Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Canada Pe 
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C able evening dancing to recorded gineers may become acquainted 
amp us... music, while refreshments were serv- with the function of this group. In 

Peete 0) ed in the Triangle “Rathskeller”. line with this policy, records of 
ntinued from page . ‘i , ‘ 

pie ee The social schedule looks like a suc- the Board meetings will be pub- 
sponding secretary. : sae es + : . * + 

cess if this party was any indication lished in the Wisconsin Engineer. Favorable responses to the News- ¢ what’ 
5 at’s to come. 

letter of the past spring were nu- ow POLYGON BOARD MINUTES 

merous so the present active group THE WINNAH! Tiséedaysient:c 08 

is contemplating a comparitively Ernest “Bud” Elliott, ME  stu- HESHAYs DEPEs 
Fgh ‘ om : : 1. A vote of thanks was given to Anthony large publication this fall. An ini- dent, recently won first prize for his Heredia; for, the: execution’ of the: tack ‘of 

tiation is also scheduled as usual. model of the C. & N.W. Pioneer compiling and distributing pamphlets to 
: A % reshman engineers as well as upperclass- 

IRE locomotive in a Chicago contest. men relating the functions and purposes of 
“Your Chance for a Job” was The model was machined out of the Polygon Board and the student chap- 

the title of the address delivered by brass and steel to a scale of 3 1/3 anys the engineering societies on the 

Henry G. Goehring at the first mm to the foot. The model is now 2. It will be the policy of the board to 
meeting of the student branch of at the offices of the Chicago and call on the societies for aid whenever per- 
the Institute of Radio Engineers on North Western Railroad. Bud esti- gommel, ae in the undertaking of 
October 5. Mr. Goehring is job mates that it took him somewhere 3. Merrill DeMerit, IRE, was appointed 
placement officer for the college of between 300 and 500 hours to com- publicity chairman for the current semes- 

. 3 é ter. Charles Cheney, AIEE, was appointed engineering. . . plete his masterpiece. Our collec- program chairman to be assisted by Warren 
The scheduled meeting with Dr. tive hats are off to Bud. Armstrong. 

Lee DeForest, inventor of the ra- POLYGON PLUG 4, The board approved an all-engineer- 
: . ing smoker for the fall semester this year 

dio, had to be cancelled due to Polygon board, representative to replace the Engineers’ Ball heretofore 
business pressure. Dr. DeForest board of all engineering societies, staged in the fall semester. It was ex- 

in Madi sos A . : : plained that the traditional St. Pat’s Dance 
Was in Madison to visit radio sta has swung into action this semester to be held this year in Great Hall on Satur- 
tion WHA. with President Arnold Arnaut, M. day, March 19, would be sufficient. Plans > - TRIANGLE & Met. at the helm for the smoker will be discussed at the 

+9 . next meeting. 

Triangle Fraternity opened its so- Certain decisions have already 5. The difficulties and inconveniences re- 
cial slate for the new term with an been made that affect all engineers sulting fom the scheduling of two or more 

. . " meetings of engineering organizations on informal house party after the Wis- as a whole. One of the first was to ihe ‘sanie! Right ‘may aes ke done away 
consin-Illinois game (we won that publicize the business of all Poly- with. Immediate action is being taken by 

5 . this board to install, in the office of Dean one). Forty couples spent an enjoy- gon Board meetings so that the en- Withey, a coordinating calendar on which 
se . . a entries are to be made in advance of such 

i aS ee alee i meetings. Similar action should be taken 
BT TRG AC tal aie | ee with organization activities. Ray Wilhelms, [ie ey he ad — ASME representative, is responsible for this 
a Ee al , —— project. 
1 a oe al i om ee are i si atte 6. It has been called to the attention 
Bo = pepe GON Ty of the Polygon Board that adequate notifi- 
M i a {oe y “ane 8 Leo ey cation of its proceedings has not, in the 

ald be! | \I Aa fe 4 past, been made to the engineering school 
ae oe i a hy ei 63 ee a eh as a whole. Consequently every effort will 
ta a ; = s s aed oN dee hereafter be made to keep the school noti- 
1a Bee A ore ee | eee fied. To achieve this end our publicity 

ti i = coe we + rola committee is being advised as to the ap- 
ff a Wi AL) ae propriate outlets. The staff of the Wis- 

<< pe J I ie te ‘A / thai 1 oe consin Engineer has been enlisted to aid 
be 4 : Ee 5 @ We lll ij Po w toward this end. In addition Polygon rep- air on eS he el a a 4 < resentatives will report to their respective 

Es \ fee w fo | lee a societies the business of this board. 
i s iv ss |... 

é aL Lg a Eee epee Lod Tuesday, Oct. 5 
| : ge iin, ‘ 1. This year marks the resumption of 

H r , me the engineering freshman lectures. It will 
x ay r ” sy rt , be the responsibility of each engineering 

a4 * - é ra Peg - 7. a department to conduct one lecture per 
we a : a ee q ‘ 3 semester. It was suggested that the respec- 
‘ y * Ny . ‘eel , tive engineering societies aid in these lec- 

A Ee Paanas tures and perhaps illustrate the functions 
oe “oe of the various societies. 

: 4 ” : a 2. Polygon Board sponsored a telegram 
ee 4 to — : to the V. A. requesting a new interpreta- 

— " ae tion of the by-law of the G. I. Bill pro- 

One of the most educational events of the past semester was the yiding expenses for engineering field Tes 
Westinghouse demonstration that was put on in one of the Gisholt A vote of thanks was ettended to Richard 
buildings. An actual layout of their distribution equipment was usbornes a lent of IRE, for the work 
mounted on the side of a truck, and in this way its operation that he had already done concerning this 
could be observed. Students and faculty members of the E.E. Brolects 
department along with men from Madison’s industries observed 3. Plans for the Engineering Smoker 
the two demonstrations that were put on. were completed. 
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Another page for MIN LL 
ys How to keep a power shovel 

yy v 

iy Sy from digging its own grave 
Lie eS ‘ CW Power shovels and other heavy duty construction 

ts Se ; \ Pena equipment take a terrific beating. And this used to 

Zi ma) s u wear them out at an early age. Today, engineers are 

Za Gh building longer and longer life into the construction 

lI XZ equipment they design by specifying Timken tapered 

y a roller bearings in place of the friction bearings 

: =i A formerly used. 

age ae w Timken bearings make parts last longer by elimi- 

~ os ee oe lone carne nating friction, by keeping gears meshing properly 

SRT SET ES and by preventing vibration. 

Why Timken bearings are first CK 
é 1, 

choice for heavy shock loads WN 
Notice how the load on a Timken bearing is spread | | H 

over the entire length of the roller instead of being 6 

concentrated at a single point. This reduces the unit psd I 

pressure between the rolling elements. ZG | 

This greater load area minimizes distortion of the yf 7) 

bearing. Load capacity is increased, the bearing wears a 

longer, and wheels and shafts are held rigidly in line. 

It’s another big reason why 9 out of 10 bearing appli- . ‘ 

atlOus can be handled more efficiently with Timken Ant cniladle provides uiletrbandeusea/ 

bearings. . : 

= Would you like to know more 

Sn a about bearings? 
OG Some of the important engineering problems you'll 

.. ie [—— macemane atone Remon face after graduation will involve bearing applications. 

i ‘i i TAPERED If you’d like to learn more about this phase of engi- 

4 7 ny neering, we'd be glad to help. For additional informa- 

. fy) ROLLER BEARINGS tion about Timken bearings and how engineers use 

. WS them, write today to The Timken Roller Bearing Com- 

~ / pany, Canton 6, Ohio. And don’t forget to clip this 
page for future reference. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER c> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o> 
4 

BEARING TAKES RADIAL o AND THRUST -@~ LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION we 
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J U M O ——- 0 @) { e s e (continued from page 16) 

should lose its flame during operation, it can be relighted parts—cooling air and combustion air. 
by this passage to the adjacent chambers in which com- After combustion has taken place, the gases are passed 
bustion is still taking place. out the rear of the chambers to be collected in a mani- 

In burning low volatility fuels, mixing of the air and fold. At the end of this manifold is the ring of nozzles 
fuel becomes more difficult. In cognizance of this fact, for the turbine. In order to shield these from the radia- 
there were installed in the entrance to the chambers tion from the burning gases, and to aid in mixing the cool 
small swirl blades which lend turbulence to the air. The air with the hot air, a baffle is placed in the outlet from 
fuel is injected at pressures of 100 to 400 psi. depending the chambers. 
upon the engine load. The main fuel pump will deliver SINGLE STAGE IMPULSE TURBINE 
a maximum of 3000 lb.-hr. at 740 psi. at 8700 rpm, main The driving unit for the axial flow compressor is a sin- 
shaft speed. The design of any combustion chamber must _ gle stage impulse turbine with 10-12% reaction. The velo- 
ultimately become a trial-and-error project. city of the entering gas is such that, when running at 

To maintain optimum conditions at all times the over-rated speed, the exit velocity relative to the case is di- 
all temperatures would have to be kept at that tempera- rectly to the rear. When running at other speeds, the 
ture which would be safe for the most critical point. In gases will have a swirling motion. 
this case, the blade roots are the most critical, for they The temperatures across the length of the turbine blades 
must withstand centrifugal stresses greater than any part are not constant, but vary from 1100°F at the roots to 
of the machine. As the temperature increases, the strength 1380°F at the center section—then back to about 1120°F 
decreases; yet, as the temperature decreases, the work at the blade tips. The average temperature across the 
decreases and the efficiency drops. The compromise must length is 1250°F. The stress concentrations throughout 
be for an uneven temperature distribution, in order to their lengths will show the importance of having low root 
keep the roots cool, yet keep the gas hot on the whole. temperatures. At the roots, centrifugal stress alone be- 
This is accomplished by playing cooling air over the face comes 25,000 psi, whereas the blade tip must withstand 
of the turbine, which spreads the air centrifugally to enter po centrifugal force. 

the gas stream at the roots of the blades on the forward The material for blading these turbine wheels is a 10% side. In the Jumo, the air stream is separated into two (please turn to page 40) 

~  emnmEnenieinimmmmm 
Partially visible at far left is a new 

: 2,000,000-volt X-ray machine at 

_ : B&W for making certain that welded 

' : seams in pressure vessels for large 
pel _ boilers, refineries, and chemical proc- 

, 6 — esses meet industry code specifica- 

PEN g — 4 A iL tions. It is the largest X-ray ever built 

El ae SS for this important purpose — eight 
2 a sy | Lo times as powerful as the average hos- 
oo vo 4 os —- 60 « 

al y oN cet) — pital X-ray. 
i | Pe an >) , Long years of this kind of engineer- 

Dy <- | eae ing foresight and initiative has linked 

- mg = the B&W name with numerous other 
" . 7 . significant pioneering advances in 

Gf The NEW LOOK —Ba W Style many fields of industrial activity. 

Yet for all its 80 years, B&W has 

never lost the art of having new ideas 

—a good reason why technical gradu- 

ates can look to B&W for excellent 

career opportunities in research, engi- 

BABCOC K & WI LC Ox neering, production, sales and other 
THE BABCOCK & WILCOX CO. vocations. 

85 Liberty Street, New York 6, N. Y. N-45 
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QUICK-FROZEN or in cans, dried or powdered, processed or spoilage-free tanks, vats, hoppers, filters and great kettles 

in bulk, foods can now be kept fresh and flavorful fromhar- _ that help prepare and process food for our use. 

vest to harvest . . . or longer. The people of Union Carbide produce many materials 

For this we can thank research ... and better materials. essential to the growing, handling and preservation of 

There’s nitrogen, for example, that protects the flavor foods. They also produce hundreds of other materials for 

and nutritional values of packaged foods. It is also used to the _use of science and industry, thus helping maintain 

protect delicate foods ... butter and vegetable oils . . . keep- American leadership in meeting the needs of mankind. 

ing them sweet and free from undesirable odors. 
8 — . . : FREE: You are invited to send for the new illustrated booklet, “Prod- 

Plastic-lined cans resist food acids and alkalies for months ucts and Processes,” which shows how science and industry use 

on end. They eliminate all contact with metal ... and thus UCC’s Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Gases and Plastics. 

serve as an added guard against flayor contamination. 

Plastic-treated milk bottle hoods keep pouring surfaces ster- 

ile-clean . .. and new plastic containers, tough and pliable, N I oO N A R B I D E 

“seal in’” food's favor and freelmess. AND CARBON CORPORATION 
Stainless steel, too, easily cleaned and sterilized, gives us 30 EAST 42ND STREET [TA NEW YORK 17, N. ¥. 

SSS Products of Divisions and Units inelad ee —@ i —@$4$-O-,£§{£-—_——— 

BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, AND VINYLITE PLASTICS * NaTIONAL CARBONS * ACHESON ELECTRODES * EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES 

Linpe NirroGeEN + LINDE OXYGEN + PREST-O-LITE ACETYLENE + PYROFAX Gas 

ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS * HAYNES STELLITE ALLOYS * PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES * SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS 
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naa a es : P A. /, ° err Tatras | ee | e oe 

oT aie ow Fl merlin | be] De Tle tet (continued from page 14) 
fa af i iy f Me . rete of 22 He eee | ee LS ta ea : ¢ . . 

Ps = mie wi 5 eae ee bat Pi mous e me } Editor of the “Engineering and 

: ae Ae d rt Q L Rages k J aa’ A Aly WW ams 8 Mining Journal”, New York, N. Y. 

- ia 8" ee ee ae He has been affiliated with the pub- 
= ok cone Oe Co? eo Bak 

WO. ms awe) gpaiieeseas we L | la a, ve FH i 4 lication for some time. 
eel ye — Some ai 4 lla v8 4 ; ye fe / \ Harold N. Propp (’38) has been 

A on She x Del ag A el i recently appointed Western Repre- LN lal ¥ PP Seer ener’ 
—aae ok ai Op  % ieee sentative of the Nordberg Manufac- 
oe. ect Ceci eh, is i é La. H . ew — _ é i = ig — turing ompany, a. e trans: 

aa 4 a ferred from Milwaukee. 

E ae aa r=) Wo rl d 7 4 = Daniel V. Dodge (48), Warren 

h “ic r pad K. Finn (48), and Orville H. Dahl- 

e ; — Lar est at ai berg (’48) are now employed by 
F 3 mY 4 We g G n d as =e the Oliver Iron Mining Company 

- ny roo 5 a of Hibbing, Minn. 

Le G i a) b ot I i aay Donald Colbo (’48) and George 
on . 1 J. Anderson (’48) have been em- 

b y | orton ployed as trainees by the Shell Oil 

Company of Houston, Texas. 

, Lemoyne S. Olson (’48) is now 

affiliated with the Inland Steel 

H Company of Ishpeming, Mich. He 

ERE YOU SEE the world’s largest grinder receiving its final is employed as a Mining Engineer. 
. . Curtis R. Bently (’48) has been 
runoff test on one of the assembly floors of the Norton Machine employed by the Denver Gardener 

Division. It handles huge cylindrical work as long as 68 feet Company as a Sales Engineer. 
oy: . Robert G. Schmidt (’48) has been 

and up to 36” diameter—and grinds such work to tolerances employed as a ‘Geologist by, the UW. 

measured in fractions of a thousandth of an inch—approximate- S. Geological Survey. 
: : Anthony J. Hausladen (’48) is 

ly a tenth the thickness of this page. y 
y pag now in the Special Research De- 

. . . artment of the Carter Oil Com- 
The other extreme in the Norton line of cylindrical grinders is pany he ape “Tem 

the tiny 4” Type C. There are also Norton machines for sur- Robert Ramage (’43) and Leon- 

face grinding, toolroom grinding, and such speci aed “Moron sat ate sae epee 
8 | 8 8 8 u pecial work as ating a Specialty Foundry in She- 

automotive crankshafts and camshafts. And for producing still boygan, Wis. 

greater dimensional accuracy and higher surface finish, there’s MLE. 

a line of Norton Lapping Machines—for both flat and cylin- John A. Metcalfe (’48) has join- 
drical work ed the Camera Works division of 

the Eastman Kodak Company, Ro- 

hester, New York. 
Every Norton machine is expertly desi i . ; : y ; pertly designed, expertly buile and Following graduation from high 
is expertly serviced by a highly trained field organization. school, he entered the Air Force in 

j 1943, and served until 1946. He 

NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASS. then completed his studies at the 

University of Wisconsin, receiving 
Behr-Manning, Troy, N. Y. i ivisi : cave (Behr-Manning, Troy Y. is a Norton Division) the B.S. degree in mechanical en- 

gineering this spring. 

a Richard L. Wilson (’48) is now 

NORTON _X working as a student engineer for ee 
Wright A ical C ion i 

ABRASIVES — GRINDING WHEELS — GRINDING AND LAPPING MACHINES FE nent “ef. Gi Fone fe . " 
REFRACTORIES — POROUS MEDIUMS — NON-SLIP FLOORS — NORBIDE PRODUCTS anwood; (N. J. Last June’ he te- 
LABELING MACHINES — (BEHR-MANNING DIVISION: COATED ABRASIVES AND SHARPENING STONES) ceived his B.S. degree. 
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No one has ever brought in a gusher in Whit- Now Standard’s men of science are looking 

ing, Indiana— beyond crude oil, as well as deeply into it. 

—yet some of the greatest discoveries in petro- Already they know how to make liquid fuels 
leum history have been made in Whiting, and and other products from natural gas and from 

more will be made there. For at Whiting is coal, by variations of the hydrocarbon-syn- 
Standard Oil’s research laboratory, now housed thesis process. The future will bring additional 

in new buildings like the one above. progress on possible replacements for petro- 

. . i ] i - 
Standard Oil researchers, engineers, and other eum P nd Particularly on al effective meth 

technical men have worked for years on the ° WEINg P PPIy: 

problems of getting more and better products A good share of that progress will be made in 

from crude oil. Results to date are equivalent the Whiting laboratory. Standard Oil men of 

to the discovery in the laboratory of extra the present and future will continue to dig for Pp 
billions of barrels of petroleum. oil in their own effective way. 

Standard Oil Company anda il Compa . 
(INDIANA) 7 

910 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois ects 

‘poo! oto! " 

a REE ore se with bar itn 
ett Eieied OL eames comer 

comp” nda a STANDARD soe ry ee gan BO 

STANDARD ]| ape ys 08 oP : 01 

Eure 
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POW E R A LCO H OL One of the primary characteristics of alcohol not before 

oo e considered, is its high latent heat of vaporization. From 

Coondianeil’ fom gaged) the National Bureau of Standards tests it was shown that 

it takes from 3.5 to 5 times as much heat to vaporize al- 
decreased the starting temperatures to 32 degrees F. and cohol than it does to vaporize an equal amount of gaso- 

0 degrees F. respectively. Although these additives reduce ine. Or putting it in another way, for an amount of heat 
the ‘octane rating somewhat, they seem to be the solution  .ufficient to vaporize a quantity of gasoline 100%, this 

to the starting problem. same amount of heat will vaporize only 54% of an equal 

One of the chief advantages of alcohol as a fuel for quantity of alcohol, and the final temperature after eva- 

internal combustion engines is its high antiknock char- poration will be 46 degrees F lower than that for gaso- 

acteristics. Most gasolines available for automotive pur- line. This ability of alcohol to absorb heat is graphically 
poses today are of moderate octane rating, in the range illustrated by citing one of the tests run by the Bureau 
of 68 to 72 perhaps, and these octane numbers have of Standards. The engine under test was a standard type 
limited compression ratios to the present day highs of automobile engine and the test was a road test. In 90 

around 7:1. With alcohol the compression ratio can be degree air temperatures the intake manifold on the car 

run up to around 10 or 12:1, with resultant increase in WS covered with frost due to the cooling effect of evapo- 

power output and efficiency for a given amount of fuel. rating the alcohol. 

It is interesting to note that in a test made by the Bureau Of what use is this high latent heat of alcohol and of 
of Mines, an engine with a compression ratio of 5.11:1 what detriment? Well, in the first place it is known 
gave from 2 to 5% more power output than gasoline, and that a gas is more dense at lower temperatures than at 

this was done in an engine designed for gasoline. high, and that the greater the weight of charge in the 

. . / cylinder, the more power is developed. With the low 
In the preceding paragraph it was stated that the al- temperatures involved in the induction of alcohol to the 

cohol fuel gave slightly greater power than gasoline. engine, a greater volume and, therefore, greater weight 
This was obtained at a greater fuel rate than that obtain- of gases may be inducted with consequent increase in out- 

ed with gasoline. The explanation for this increased con- put. The big handicap in this respect is, that with this 

sumption lies, mainly, in the lower heating value of alco- large amount of heat necessary to vaporize the alcohol 
hol as compared to gasoline. Alcohol has a heating value where is it going to come from? It’s all right to say that 

of 11,760 BTU per pound while gasoline has 19,500 BTU there is generally an excess of heat around an engine, but 
per pound heating value. This indicates that in order to will there be enough if it is constantly used up in such 

get the same power output from a similar engine, more large quantities? The off shoot of this whole discussion 

alcohol must be burned. However, it has been deter- is that if enough heat is not available all of the alcohol 
mined (Lichty, Internal Combustion Engines) that the will not be vaporized with resultant waste and increase in 
heating value of correct air-fuel ratios of both gasoline an already high fuel rate. What these effects would be 
and alcohol is practically the same which seems to indicate in an engine designed specifically for alcohol is not known 
that the matter of fuel consumption for alcohol is more since no such engine has been built, but it might call for 

one of design than an inherent characteristic of the fuel joie arrangement whereby the induction system would 

itself. be heated. This again would result in decreased volu- 

Other characteristics worthy of survey listed in a pre- metric efficiency, so again the final solution would be a 
ceding paragraph were, vapor lock tendencies, oil con- matter of compromise to get the greatest advantage with 

tamination, and wear and corrosion tendencies of the the least disadvantage. 

fuel. From tests made by the National Bureau of Stand- From the general picture of alcohol which has just been 
ards it was found that the vapor pressure of alcohol is given, it can be seen that it has definite possibilities as a 

materially lower than that for gasoline at the same tem- fuel. In comparison to gasoline it has better antiknock 
perature, which would seem to indicate that less trouble characteristics and can therefore be used at higher com- 
would be encountered from vapor lock with an alcohol pression ratios; it gives only about one-fifth as much oil 
fuel than with gasoline. contamination as gasoline and shows only about one-half 

I . 3 : as much cylinder wear; alcohol has less tendency to form n comparing an engine run on alcohol with one run an : like % found that the measureable cylinder V2P° lock; and, because of its high latent heat of vapori- 
on gasoline, it was e cy! ee 1 ic efficien 
wear was twice as much for gasoline as it was for alcohol. zation, it gives increased vo umetric “ oh 

On the other hand, because of its lower heating value, 
Bureau of Mines tests showed that with alcohol there in present day engines alcohol has a considerably higher 

was no detectable contamination of the oil in the engine, fuel rate than gasoline, and it is hard to start without ad- 
while with gasoline the dilution was several percent. ditives at moderately low temperatures. The long list of 
These same tests showed that the average oil free advantages checked off against the few disadvantages, 

deposits for 40 runs were 27.56 grams for gasoline and however, does seem to indicate that alcohol will play an 
only 4.96 grams for alcohol. What this means in engine ever increasing part in the solution of future fuel prob- 
cleanliness and oil life need hardly be stated. lems in the United States. 
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Plastics where plastics belong Because of a unique combination of chemical, electrical, 

and mechanical qualities, Synthane laminated plastics can 

be applied to an endless number of practical purposes. 

ie Moisture and corrosion resistant, light-weight and struc- 

oe turally strong, Synthane has many collective advantages 

(fe ¢ S) not readily found in any other material. One of the best 

Ay Ley electrical insulators known, Synthane is hard, dense, dur- 

fst able . . . quickly and easily machined. 

b = : Among the interesting occupations of our type of tech- 

if ca nical plastics are the redraw bobbin and chuck (below) 

ey | ih Lise used in winding fine denier nylon for women’s hosiery. EAL | | Te 

ee ee rrrr—~—~—s—“—OOSssSe 

| cy 7 x; ay | oe 7 aS cll oe 2 CL 

| Orc! a y a. | eae) = ee 

| On S Z oo a 

a ' SO Taree se | | 
ae 4 ur 8 | . 7 

a S oY icc a 

Fine nylon filaments can be wound without pulling and 

sticking because of the smoothness of the bobbin. Light 

weight of bobbin and chuck allows the spindle to be started 

and stopped faster and with less effort. Greater crushing 

strength of tube permits larger amounts of nylon to be 

wound. This is an appropriate job for Synthane, an inter- 

esting example of using plastics where plastics belong. 

Synthane Corporation, 1 River Road, Oaks, Pa. 

SYNTH ANE where Synthane belongs 

S| 
DESIGN © MATERIALS © FABRICATION © SHEETS © RODS © TUBES 
FABRICATED PARTS © MOLDED-MACERATED © MOLDED-LAMINATED
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Artificial fay it on the time 
fl ‘ — s A eee m Beauties... 

See A — (continued from page 12) 

ae | — | __ clusive processes and users who wish to take advantage 

L a: 4 ye tf || of the processes may apply to Linde to be licensed to do 

le CH Ge) 7 oo 4 Sawing of the boule is usually done with metal blades 
L IEC yy a _ | . which are charged with diamond dust. The accompany- 

= rrr . a ing photograph illustrates the various steps in the reduc- 
Fe ne a co i a oo tion of the boule to rough “blanks”. It also illustrates 

——— ay 2 4 _ Cl 7 the saving in intermediate sawings brought about by the 

be : _ . . . Grinding of synthetic is done by the conventional tech- 

oe a j7A . niques using diamond as an abrasive. In the accompanying 

| > : oo ee . 4 photograph, the operator is grinding a piece of corundum 

— oe — fT 8 on a diamond-charged copper lap. Successively finer bos i a Se RS 8 PP Pp y 
rr Gee diamond dusts are used as the product is brought to its 

1 TRE ITERWATIONA, SToNeAED OF AEGipERCE ae Sa desired shape. Mechanical polishing is accomplished by 

oe SINCE so oo holding the corundum on a metal lap impregnated with 

| diamond dust. Syne 

‘W ° Drilling operations are done with a hardmetal wire 
You allwoyo Wut which has been charged with diamond dust. 

271 NINTH STREET, It is necessary to grind and polish many products me- 

HIGGINS INK CO.,LNC. prooxty 15, x. ¥. chanically, but still there are many which can be flame- 

shaped and flame-polished. This process was a direct 
oa outgrowth of the corundum rod. The rod is of such form 

a REF see LOOK FOR THIS RIDGE that it is easily worked with and bent at high temperatures. 
cour 

iw cAetes Flame-polishing has become important in the polishing 
a “ae N te: of the sapphire rods. As the rod rotates, the flame 

(4 ers < travels back and forth, producing a surface on which no 

- ne surface scratches are visible even under a high-powered ae 
ene <n — : microscope. Interesting shapes such as the tear-drop can 

i —— be fashioned by the flame-shaping process. 

LZ op, <— . Synthetic gems are available in several sizes, shapes 

Ns LAA and colors. With continued research and development 
re “| they will be available in all sizes, shapes and colors to 

AND replace the natural gems in many capacities at a much 

YOU FIND A REASON '‘“"“°* 

@ There is more than mere identification value in the Beautiful Gifts and 
ridge you see on Okonite wires and cables. The ridge is ‘ 
proof that the insulation has been folded around the con- Novelties 
ductor by the well-known Okonite strip insulating process. 
This method permits inspection at all times during the 
application operation. It assures the perfect centering of CORSAGES 
conductors so important to the avoidance of electrical 
failures. FOR ALL OCCASIONS 

The ridge is a permanent mark of an Okonite cable. It is 
still prominent after the final vulcanization in a metal mold 
that insures equal transfer of the heat throughout every L W. 9 
portion of the insulation. The Okonite Company, Passaic, 
New Jersey. , ou agner S 

0 K 0 N I T E Pa eoes Gift and Floral Shop 

2 . 4 1313 UNIVERSITY AVE. insulated wires and cables 
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AN FUSING e MELTING e CARBURIZING e DRYING e CORE BAKING 
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These are the tasks for GAS—these and hundreds of other ss Oe | Egon 

industrial heat processing requirements. In fact, modern eI a eee: Ve. 

Gas Equipment has proved its superiority in virtually every { . | y ye ime Z ie _~ j 

industrial production-line heating application. \ iy we A ly aie NY . 

As a source of heat in the production and fabrication of ye = a - A. - eae a A : 

metals GAS combines characteristics found in no other = ee en | \ - \ : 
a ENS 

available fuel— 7 5 h 4 \ x a “| 

a ei WW 
@ SPEED—heat can be applied to any area or injected to any 

depth at exactly the temperature and speed desired. ANNEALING e POLYMERIZING @ BRAZING 

@ CONTROLLABILITY—automatic controls maintain precise aie | a — = Vy YY Vf) ve a 

temperatures, permit exacting cycles of heat processing on i eZ, We saree y ar Z ry 

continuous 24-hour schedules. : lee : y (| W, Re i! J io 

© FLEXIBILITY—equipment is applicable over a wide range, ‘Go IAS 7 \\ |) ry Ue 

performs many heat-treating and processing operations aS Ny SS Pt Y Vig a y) ii 

without expensive accessory devices. BP ) s re 7) ¥Y “A Wy 7 
na j F Ji GGG Vn 

@ ECONOMY—the fuel and the modern equipment are eco- i. y oe oP itt ] ) 

nomical, the production cost per piece amazingly low. y) I i ‘Wy fj 4 i i y R. 

Va ime UcS i Y) 

@ CLEANLINESS—clean fuel facilitates good “shop housekeep- y he a nee M : y} J 
aes A oar Y 
ing,” promotes morale and good health among workers, r : E 7 

eliminates many causes of rejects. re) = i y 

These are the characteristics of GAS you'll find useful in MORE AND MORE. 

any industrial heating application—these are the reasons ~ 

why GAS is Universally accepted wherever heat is used JHE zeevo us 70 CAS. 
for processing. ES 

INDUSTR La a OR ALy 
EATING 

NITRIDING e NORMALIZING e CASE HARDENING e DECARBURIZING 

Be) | ee aan vod BENS Sie 
Ria aemmll |. cee ee a ——  ——e oe SSS a 

‘|| a , ATE: SS  —  _ 
kw VA Pd ara elie aon |\ 

‘ ‘ ye ee ae & Ba oe Y 
ae - See RSS bet “Gita 4 

N Pa pee AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION 228 we \ | 
Ome Genie, = 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y. rer! 

aa ie 
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8 ® tains a recording vacuum gage, an charted during the cycle. 
c1ence ... oil-pressure gage, temperature in- NEW SAFETY BASE 

(continued from page 18) dicators for water and oil, tacho- FOR MOVIE FILM 
that each engine may run approxi- meters to show the speed of the en- A new type of safety base for 

mately the same number of revolu- gines, and switches for each type of professional movie film was recently 
tions and thus have the same operation. Any engine may thus be disclosed publicly by the Kodak 
amount of piston travel. cut out of the test cycle and con- Company at a convention of the So- 

To permit simultaneous cyclical trolled manually during adjustment ciety of Motion Picture Engineers. 
operation of the five test engines, a or repair. This arrangement also If large scale tests in the field con- 
central panel for automatic timing permits an engine to be stopped for tinue to prove satisfactory, the new 
and control has been installed. The observation without interfering with base promises to eventually replace 
timing device is basically an elec- the others in the cycle. the: standard. 35 sam. cellulose ni: 
tric clock which makes contacts at Electric solenoids are used to as- trate professional film. 
five-minute intervals, opening and sure simultaneous operation of The saféty base film used in 8 and 
closing circuits to the relay panel at throttles and corresponding valves 16 mm. amateur film burns very 
the proper time. The relay panel, for all engines. Each engine is slowly, but the nitrate film used 
in turn, opens, closes, or holds the equipped with an automatic choke professionally has always presented 
circuits that operate the throttle, to insure starting after the cooling serious hazards. The 35 mm. film 
the cooling system, the starter, and period, and also with a device has different requirements than the . 
the stopping mechanism. Five in- which automatically engages the amateur films, and heretofore a 
dicating lights on the panel show starter at the beginning of the cycle, suitable safety base for the profes- 
what part of the cycle is in prog- or whenever the engine may stop sional film has been lacking. De- 
ress, thus permitting a ready check while running. Intake manifold velopment of this present high acetyl 
on the compliance of the engines pressures of each engine are re- acetate formula is the result of ex- 
with the controls. From this cen- corded over a 24-hour period by a tensive research since the company 
tral panel any cycle of operations recording gage. Since the mani- first changed to cellulose acetate 
may be arranged. fold vacuum at a given speed is a propionate base in 1937. 

In addition, each engine has an function of throttle opening, the NEW WELDING ELECTRODES 
individual control panel which con- operation of the engine is thus A f I Idi 

new type of manual arc welding 
e e electrode will be displayed for the 

partners in creating first time at the National Metal Ex- 
position in Philadelphia, October 

K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials 25-29, by North American Philips 
have been partners of leading engineers for 81 years Company. The new electrode is de- 
in shaping the modern world. So extensively are these : . 
products used by successful men, it is self-evident that signed to improve weld quality while 
K & E has played a part in the completion of nearly lowering welding costs. 
every American engineering project of any magnitude. Certain definite advantages are 

Ke = offered by these electrodes, which 
ry a ae | are available in lime ferritic, iron 

"Gevohit Benoa ; : oxide, and organic types with a spe- 
“Ghe, hs i 2 cial type of coating. Lower costs per 
Mesnrine Teter A : : foot of weld joint are achieved with 

‘ Dg — I | 7 high deposition rates and efficien- 
eN od ee | 4 v cies. Weld metal of the highest me- 
i . M4 2s id é chanical properties is deposited at 
al . a - y py ea from 25% to 100% faster rates , ee _ fo o than with standard type electrodes. 

| a - a Training time for apprentices is re- 
is J i a duced, operator fatigue is lowered, 

“ — oe higher production rates are possible, 
, ak and the electrodes may be used in 

all positions except vertical up. 

High deposition efficiency is ob- 
tained because of the low spatter 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. losses and special coating of the new 
est. 1967 type Norelco contact welding elec- 

NEW YORK * HOBOKEN, N. J. ttodes, 
Chicago * St. Louis © Detroit 

San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal R.W.H. 
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This 50c Is Saved 

Without Figuring 

HOW? e 

BUY YOUR 

NOW 
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N E : : E S T e e e (continued from page 13) 

cope is made on the jolt squeeze pin lift machine. The 

match plate is fixed to the machine and the flask is put mae ere nas acacia 
on, filled with sand and then jolted and squeezed. Then , : 

four pins lift the cope and draw the pattern so that it is us 4 : ang 

ready to be put on the drag. Both machines are operated ea. = : 7 

by compressed air and little work is left for the operator. Le ET Hi) | aE Le . ‘| t = ay 

The jolt machine that was in the old foundry is in this ee : ut rs . A ee ee 

group too. The molding benches are those from the old aw u a ee eae |] id 7 
foundry. The molding tools are in tool boxes so that they “i == i i Aas La Fe if bs Th 
can be kept together. There is one tool box for every two ee as Hee . = ey — es 

tables. Metal patterns will be used instead of wooden E i. ~= ve ‘ 4 bs —— 

ones. These patterns will be painted in the color scheme 5 el , 4 a mee, 

recommended for good foundry practice. The color H Dl : —_ 

scheme is being developed throughout the laboratory. | — ; 

Sand Test Equipment | 4 t . : 

The second room contains the cleaning apparatus, the : a >. aoe — : 

sore imaking paeipmeny the sand ae the sane ve View of the sand testing equipment where the permeability and 
equipment. The tumbling barrel and the san ast cabi- tren, s i . 

net are the ones from the old foundry. A new Wheela- sh of cand is tested + + 

brator Table has been installed. This machine has a * nals mauler ade to ithe a making oe tom th The 

table which revolves. On this table the castings are placed teas ch ss widens 5 awe the 2 P a ih “ de oat 2 
and an elevator that carries patented malleable iron heat we . ve ents 2 a, + seHon © na mau bb as * s 

treated grit from a bin to a wheel that throws the grit at a wor te , ss i en mounte Ib en x " fires 

high velocity against the casting. A new core blower and mesielaiaataieir mpeaiatbicirtoemeaell—aant aEEOW , i 
screenerator also mounted on rubber tires screens the 

—— — sands and heaps it. Ferrous and non-ferrous sand is be- 

| ing used now where before ferrous sand only was used. 

| WATCH FOR Synthetic sands are also on hand and are mixed for in- 
| structional purposes. 

© Transistor New Hines Pop-off Flasks complete the list of equip- 
|  Gessseed oie a | ment. These flasks spread open, releasing the mold and 

RPOSER Piston vengine making it much easier to remove the mold than the ones 

i 7 oH that were being used. Complete metallurgical laboratory 
| ® The future of the electric power industry | facilities are readily available in the M. & M. Building. 

© Printed circuits Equipment for physical testing, chemical analysis and 

| metallographic examination may be used for demonstra- 
® Teflon | tion. A 120 kv radiographic, a x-ray diffraction and a 

| | spectrographic machine are included in this equipment. 
| ® Controlled conditions plant The laboratory is for the course, M & M_ 33, 

| © Graduate stud | which M. E.’s are required to take. Students in other 
maare STUY || engineering schools may choose it as an elective if it 

P © Ultrafax satisfies their program. It also serves metallurgical stu- 
| dents in a course stressing the technical and metallurgical 

| © Sulfur mining phenomena of cast metal. It provides research facilities 
! || for the faculty and students who are encouraged by the 
| © Flame gear cutting recently reactivated University of Wisconsin Engineering 

| Expriment Station. 

These will be the subjects of The planning and the work that has gone in the de- 
| . . velopment of the laboratory has been under the direction 
| articles in future issues of the of Prof. G. J. Barker, chairman of the Department of 
| Mining and Metallurgy, Prof. P. C. Rosenthal and Assist. 
| x Prof. R. Hienie of the same department. Dean M. O. 

| WISCONSIN ENGINEER Whitey of the Engineering College has provided the ad- 
|__ sasencccasees se \| ministrative encouragement, : 
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DUPONT LHIVGST’ Be2-32h ~ 

ge ed 

h 7 ’ on Co ee 
They said, “You can’t do it! a 

Neoprene, used in wire, cable and hose jack- 

But Du Pont scientists year, even though it is priced higher ets, resists abrasion, oil, heat, and sunlight. 

developed a synthetic rubber than natural rubber. Hardly an in- ee — , a0 

ish y . dustry is not now using it, for such AH Sy ‘ ce 5 a ; 

with superior properties good reasons as these: neoprene prod- ene 2 za el f, 

Gynthetie rubber isan impossibility UctS Tesist deterioration by oils and (RAMA "Sao 
at any price!” declared a noted Euro- BTEASeS: They stand up under expo- o o “= my ee 3 

pean scientist a number of years ago. sure to direct sunlight. Their ARIE hoe mT cP 
‘And most people were inclined to and flame-retarding properties also 4 ‘a Ai oo as 

agreebecausefor more thana century 97° SUPeTIOr to those of rubbers ; o™ 

chemists had been unable to dupli- 4) » 
cate natural rubber. MP Three types of Du Pont research a, a. 5 bs | 

Du Pont scientists knew that all Modern research involves time, os | 

rubber had bad qualities as well as | money, manpower. To develop neo- oe _ eS 

good. “Why struggle to duplicate its prene, for example, took six years of Reccene cis Se eye antennas 

faults?” they asked. ‘‘Why not find laboratory study, a research and de- Neoprene pleves and protecting bile. J 

a new chemical compound with all velopment expenditure of millions of 

the good qualities of rubber, but dollars, plus the work of skilled re- | INARI Tag" 
none of the bad?” search chemists, physicists,engineers, a" \ a _ 42. hh! 

They took as their starting point and other scientists. L OO} Cte =~ 

a discovery by Dr. J. A. Nieuwland AtDuPont, researchis continuous. MW ee “4 

of Notre Dame in connection with Some of it is designed to develop new \\ ee U 

the polymerization of acetylene. By products or processes; some to im- We en ee 

modifying this process, they made _ prove existing products or processes; Se ne 

monovinyl acetylene. Adding hydro- _ and the balance is fundamental re- 2 le ~ A —— 

gen chloride, they made a new chem- search to uncover basic facts without . <A c we 

ical compound called chloroprene— regard to immediate commercial use. ft C7 . > 2 

a thin, clear liquid at low tempera- Each of ten manufacturing depart- rat “aye : 

tures. Like isoprene, it polymerized | mentshasitsown research staff and is ges : es 

to form a rubber-like substance. But operated much like a separate com- Milling and compounding neoprene in the rub- 

the new material, now known as neo- _ pany. In addition, the Chemical and ber experimental laboratory. 

prene, required no sulfur for vulcani- Engineering Departments, which are may include physicists, chemists, 

zation and was superior to rubber not engaged in manufacturing oper- chemical and mechanical engineers, 

under many service conditions. ations, conduct research in the in- each of whom bringsspecialized train- 

Today neoprene production is _ terests of the Company as a whole. ing to bear on a specific phase of the 

measured in millions of pounds a A typical Du Pont research team subject. The man who joins one of 

; these teams finds himself associated 

7 CS = with some of the ablest minds in the 

What you want to know about | : ee profession and receives the oppor- 

a a ae 4 = =~* tunity and friendly support needed 
Du Pont and the College Graduate Ve eee Ug mike oe 

> fo Baer | ©, to make fullest use of his capabilities. 

“The Du Pont Company and - ee. ra 1 7 

the College Graduate” —newly co } (es ly ue 4 Se 

revised, fully illustrated—de- : ae ites, fl 

scribes opportunities for men Ge if j : * dH 

and women in research, produc- .% - i PR ig ] 

tion, sales and many other fields. 7 rl ID the MEME EROM 

Explains hoy seeetind) abt ia C—O BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

is recognized and rewarded un- i ee 

der the group system of opera- _ | +» + THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

* is The new research inh t tact 

Hon. For your free copy, ad- | te te Ee 
ohn : Ne Dat, ullding, Eh Paindinna, . 17, deacusues dala obtained More facts about Du Pont — Listen to “Cavalcade 

mington 98, Del. erin wil . B. Downing, left, — . 

. member of research supervision, ‘and M.’B. of America” Monday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
Sturgis, a research group head. 
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J UMO-004 BS = 8 (continued from page 28) 

chromium—30% nickel steel. The original blades were is very convenient for landing and idling conditions, since 
solid without cooling, but later blades were of hollow the engine must be kept operating with very little thrust. 
construction with cooling air passing through from their By increasing the area, the engine rpm can be maintained 
roots (in the wheel) to their tips. At the tips, this air high with little thrust. 
enters the stream of hot gases to maintain a relatively cool Consequently, the position of the exhaust needle is of 
surface on the inside of the casing. great significance. The manner in which its position is 

The wheel disk is made of a hardened chrome steel with controlled is therefore of equal importance. The needle 
2.8% chromium. It is cooled by a quantity of air in- itself is mounted within a sleeve for support, and it is 
troduced near the hub to be spread outward by centrifugal given longitudinal movement by a rack—which is driven 
force, and that gas behind, to the outer edge of the wheel. by a servo-motor through miter-gears and a pinion. This 
At this point, the air enters the gas stream to cool the  servo-motor is powered by an oil pump which is driven 
roots of the blades. directly from the rotor through a gear train. 

The stators are cooled by air passing through from one Cooling in the exhaust section is accomplished by pass- 
end and exiting through slots on the trailing edges. The ing air between its double-skinned construction; in addi- 
material is chrome-manganese steel, having 18% manga- tion to this, however, an envelope of cool air is caused to 
nese and 9% chromium. The total throat area is 84 flow over the inside surfaces of the skin and over the out- 
square inches. The gas acceleration through these noz- side of the sleeve supporting the needle. Air is forced 
zles was from 345 fps to 815 fps, when operating at 8700 through the struts supporting the sleeve to be circulated 
rpm. The overall efficiency of this turbine was 69.7% through the needle and eventually discharges between 
at 7000 rpm and 72.4% at 8700 rpm. the sleeve and the needle to cool the outer surfaces of the 

latter. 
The extreme end of the engine is cooled by air which 

is scooped up from the outside by a “lip” to be forced 
, \ : through the double-skinned converging section. This, 

AMIN, A. emma : then, is discharged on the periphery of the exhaust. 
i en, | be GOOD ENGINE UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES 

age eee he = ——aa. Before comparing the Jumo with other, and more con- 
4 > i Bye ae » - - temporary, jet engines, one should remember that this en- 
a if U T eh ae et etic gine was made under the pressure of war-time shortages 
i & a oP 24. and with an eye to high production at minimum labor re- 
Sheer af . / ? . quirements. The design, as adapted to these conditions, 
ae nee ai “= a ee speaks well for the engineers who conceived it. There 
iF ad ac mae a ee tS h ‘ were, however, certain shortcomings which seemed to 
Moa Gana leaned ok ae stem from occasional laxness in design. 

—Photo by Strasse The combustion chambers of the Jumo, though they 
German fighter plane using two Jumo-004 engines, one mounted could boast a life of only 25 hours under normal condi- below each wing. This type of mounting on most planes made 3 : ° é possible adding the unit without design changes. tions, were so inaccessible that a major overhaul of the 

engine was necessary to replace them. The starting engine 
EXHAUST CONVERSION was entirely adequate for its primary purpose of starting 

In contrast with more conventional engines, the ex- on the ground, but the difficulty of restarting at altitudes 
haust section is that which supplies the greater portion of made it inferior to a similar installation electrically driven. 
the work; that is, the conversion of heat energy to me- Had alloys permitting higher temperatures been avail- 
chanical energy is accomplished here. able, the output of the unit could have been much gteat- 

The position of the jet nozzle is of great importance, er for the same size. Less cooling air would have been 
since it determines both the back-pressure on the turbine bled off from the compressor, which would have de- 
and the velocity of leaving gases. As the back-pressure creased the engine losses. 
on the turbine increases, its constant-speed governor causes The unit offered a very low frontal area, and the weight 
more fuel to be injected into the combustion chambers to was low. The engine was very easily dismounted for serv- 
retain the desired pressure-drop across the turbine. icing, having “plug in” connections grouped together on 

It can be shown that for any given rotor speed, a great one connection plate. These connections included the fuel 
number of thrust values can be obtained. This is due to lines, electrical and instrument connections, The engine 
the variable area of the nozzle. Since the thrust is de- mounts themselves are few and simple. The engine was 
pendent upon the change in velocity of a mass of air and adapted to existing airplanes, and the underwing type 
fuel, diminishing the cross-sectional area of the nozzle will mounts made the installation of the engine possible with- 
increase the thrust by increasing the exit velocity. This out major revisions of the original designs. 
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Little about this scene remains to- checks, you can protect them from 

day, yet here you see it as it was. alteration, preserve them from wear- 

For someone snapped a shutter at _and-tear. 

the turn of the century—and “filed By using photographic progress 

ecd use this record for the future” on film. reports of construction work—by 

Because photography makes rec- photographing accident scenes or 

ords that last, many offices and plants _ filming surgical operations—you can 

are putting it to profitable use. have “eye-witness” accounts whose 

oto rd By reproducing a drawing, a blue- accuracy never changes. 

print, a specification sheet on one This and more you can do because 

of the new Kodagraph Papers, you photography lasts. For some of its 

can have a photographic copy with other functional applications which 

asts a sharp, non-fading image of every daily benefit business and industry, 

eee detail. write for “Functional Photography.” 

ames By making Recordak Microfilm Eastman Kodak Company 
files of correspondence, contracts, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Advancing business and ° | h 

industrial technics ... Functiona P otography 
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é" ~N General Electric is not one business, but an organiza- . a . . . ese . Ne a) ne tion of many businesses, offering opportunities in virtual- 
yy ye eM oo. f ly all the professions. Here three G-E men brief the 
4 BS muss: ba career-possibilities which the company offers fo the 
we’ rr NG oC OS technical graduate, the mechanical engineer, and the 7 i g 
Co : By - chemical engineer. 

: L : s TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS: MEET YOUR HOST 
: \ eS 2¥H M. M. Boring (Colorado), manager of the Technical Per- 

1 ee rate . sonnel Division: It’s my job to contact young men with 
2 ; er, x ea technical training who are interested in careers with Gen- 
2 : f : oe 5 eral Electric, and.to start them on their way up through our 

we : ‘ training programs. Opportunities for them were never 
2) Seal : greater. This year we have hired more electrical, mechan- 
a Y _ ical, and chemical engineers, and more chemists, metal- 
a : I, " lurgists and physicists, than ever before. 

et " 

S MECHANICAL ENGINEER @) 
H. P. Kuehni, of the General Engineering and Consulting s W 

Ee Laboratory: Much of my work has to do with such hurry-up = ee fi 
gee! calculating machines as the differential analyzer, the AC > ee Bee : sos See a network analyzer, and the electronic digital computer. For >. Sia 

the engineer with a bent toward mathematics, these ma- Se as 
ee chines are opening up exciting possibilities in, many prob- SS. atl - : 

ve Jems whose mathematical complexities, or sheer length, PEF Sa. < 
ee have heretofore discouraged investigation. 1 eee << CbcOS “Le 

: SSS 5 P< —z cS Qt tt tt gy —- a — 

a. Joa 
oe eC [9 CHEMICAL ENGINEER 
re er ee ee Gil Bahn (Columbia), graduate of the G-E Advanced Scien- ee P oe oe. . . : : Lo. : |e i 4 \ tific Program: Graduation from this program poses an in- 
ae \ \ es | ies teresting problem to the chemical engineer. Which of the 
ne y ° \ a Les jj i company’s diverse fields of endeavor offers the greatest 

fea: / _.....* challenge and opportunity? My own choice was in plastics, 
| \ La : = particularly the complex processes used in manufacturing 

a 1 —_ =} . a synthetic phenol. I’m convinced it’s one of the most fascinat- oe. ye 2 2 ‘ ‘ eo Ua q ing tasks a young chemical engineer could tackle. oe ee" . 

Fer forther information about a BUSINESS CAREER with General Electric, write Business Training Comrse, 
_» Schenectady, HN. Y.—v career in TECHNICAL FIELDS, wate Technical Personnel Division, Schenectady, N.Y, = ; Oe rsrs— ; o€ ee ee rt—COCWs 
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